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British Top so sin;les
1

1

2

3

3

4

4

14

LOVE TO LOVE, Tine Charlda
CBS
CONVOY, C W McCeII
MGM
LOVE REALLY HURTS WITHOUT YOU, Billy Ocean
GTO
SAVE YOUR KISSESFOR ME, Brotherhood Of Man
Pye
YOU DONT HAVE TO SAY YOU LOVE ME, Guys'n' Dolls
Magnet
YOU SEE THE TROUBLE WITH ME. Barry WhIte
20th Century
PEOPLE LIKE YOU PEOPLELIKE ME, Glitter Bend
Bell
I WANNA STAY WITH YOU, Gallagher Er Lyle
A & M
DECEMBER '83, Four Seasons
Werner Bros
IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN ME, Yvoríne Fair
TemisMotmon
IDO THE) SPANISH HUSTLE, Fatback Bend
Polydor
FALLING APART AT THE SEAMS, Marmalade
Target
FUNKY WEEK END,TheStyllsdce
Avoo
RODRIGO'S GUITAR CONCERTO. Manuel & the M. O.T. M.
EMI
RAIN, Status Quo
Vertigo
DAT, Pluto Shervington
Opel
YESTERDAY, Beetles
EMI
MISS YOU NIGHTS, Cliff Richards
1
EMI
I LOVE MUSIC, TheO'Jays
Philadelphia
SQUEEZE BOX, TheWho
Polydor
HEY MR. MUSIC MAN, Peters Er Lee
Philips
CONCRETE & CLAY, Randy Edleman
20th Century
WAKE UP EVERY BODY. Harold Mel34n & The Blue Notes
Philadelphia
LET'SDO THE LATIN HUSTLE, M &'O Band
Cactus
TAKE IT TO-THE LIMIT, Eagles
Asylum
LET'S DOTHELATINHUSTLEEddleDrennan
Pye
SOMETHING'S BEEN MAKING ME BLUE. Smokis
Rak
HELLO HAPPINESS. Drifters
Bell
SHIPSINTHENIGHTBBop Deluxe
Harvest
HERE THERE Et EVERYWHERE, Emmylou Herrls
Warner Bros
I'M MANDY FLY ME, 10cc
Mercury
HEY MISS PAYNE, Chequers
Creole
LET'S CALL IT QUITS, Slade
Polydor
NEVER GONNA FALL IN LOVE AGAIN. Dana
GTO
CANT SAY HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU, DernlsRcameos
Philips
DJM
PINBALLWIZARD. Elton John
CITY LIGHTS David Essex
CBS
Good Earth
LA BOOGA ROOGA, TheSurprieeSltere
AltantIc
WHERE THE HAPPY PEOPLE GO,Trsmmpa
Charly
JUNGLE ROCK, Hank Mizell
Bell
YOU BELONG TO ME, GeryGlitter
Penny Farthing
SEAGULL, R elnbow Cortege
Rak
DON'T STOP IT NOW, Hot Chocolate
Deem
MUSIC,.bhn Mlles
Good Earth
IF YOU LOVE ME. Mary Napkin
I mmediets
LAZY SUNDAY. Smell Faces
Charisma
SPANISH WINE, Chris W hite
EMI
LONDON BOYS, T. Res
CBS
OTHER SIDE OR ME. A Williams
E lalLtra
RIDERSON THE STORM, Doors
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13
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14
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LOVE TO LOVE. Tins Charles
DECEMBER 1963. Four Seasons
SPANISH HUSTLE. Fatback Bend
FUNKY WEEKEND, Stylistics
I

LOVE REALLY HURTS (WITHOUT YOUI.BIlly Ocean

e

9
10

ll12

Mercury

13

Casablanca

15

RCA

wales

Eli Tree
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Werner Bros
Polydor
AVCO
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CARNIVAL. Manuel And The Music Of The Mountains

-
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37
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-
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Brothers
Elvis Presley
The Allisons
Cliff Richard
The Shirelles
The Shadows

The Ramrods
Ferana' and Teieher

Matt Monro
Petula Clark

HESAFRIENO

5

5
7

9
2
6

11

21

NEW ORLEANS,
MISTY SLUE.
600GIE FEVER,
SWEET THING,
DAYLIGHT,
SWEET LOVE,
HAPPY MUSIC,
FROM US TO YOU.

6
9
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7
17

II

24

Philadelphia
Creole
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9obay Womack
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YOU RE MY ONE WEAKNE SS GIRL,

TURNING POINT,
LET THE MUSIC PLAY,
THEME FROM -S W. AT
THE JAM
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Oliver Sale
Ohio lemon

FOPP.

YOU ARE BEAUTIFUL,
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BBC Chart
Supplied by British Market Research
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/ Music Week
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THE DREAM WEAVER. Gary WHEN

11
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HISTORY- AMERICA'S GREAT EST HI TS, ~Mc*

12

14

THE OUTLAWS, Waybrr

13
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14

15

15

17
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STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS /Mal
RUN WITH THE PACK, Bed ~Deny
A NIGHT AT THE OPERA Queen

tile
-

-

Cdumble

Won Sena

Been.
Werner boa
Werner Oros

Jambs., Milis Nei eon, Deed Cae r, Tanpall Glam.

RCA

RUFUSFEATUNING CM ARA KHAN

ABC

16

MAIN COURSE, Bese Gees
SECOND CHILDHOOD, Phoebe 9no,,
GRAT ETUDE. Earth,Mnds Fire

17

15

AFTERTONES, Jana Ian

1S

25

ONE OF THESE NIGHTS. The Eagles

4.7M

19

21

20

22

Sleaul

21

24

HAIR OF THE DOG,NaurMN
THE SALSOUL ORCHESTRA
ERIC CARMEN

19

MM
MTh

'STIR ATTIC, /ermnrM
GIMME SACK MY BULL ETS,L)myrd 9,ynyrd

CaAmble

(Triune

37
13

Al

25

26

26

.29

MCA

V

31

THEBEST OF JETHRO TULL
CUTE HOTEL. Eeenplou Narrls
BETTER DAYS4 HAPPY ENDINGS, Mena.. Mennemr
NATIVE SON, Loedn.A Melvin

24

32

FOOL FOR THE CITY, Fodiat

29

57

AEROSMITH

30

V

31

33

32

33

OIICAGOLS CHICAGO'SGREATESTHIT5
FACE THE MUSIC, Electric UO.t Orchestra
TEDNI.GENT

33

75

BRASS CONSTRUCTION

34

36

FROM EVERY STAGE. ban Bees
IF THE SHOE FITS. Pure Prairie Legere

44

36

34
40

39

39

40

49

41

30

42

65

43

23

44

54

46

51

47

50
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49

53

50

25

55

Colunbta

CLAerrbl.

TOYS

22
23
24

35

RE)
Cduelble

U

Raerlie
Arista

Columbia

Bear.NR
Columbia

Cotunbia
Uneed

_

EEC

M
RCA

FAMILY REUNION.O'Jara

PRIM, Intl,

WINDSONG. John Denver
THE REST OF GLADYS KNIGHT AND,THE PIPS
CITY OF ANGELS, M redea
GIVE USA WINK. Sweet

RCA

Budd.h
Tenia
Capitol
(Mutad Arleta
Motown

TIMES OF YOURUFE, Paul MY
01401 ROSS
HEAD ON, Bachman -Turner Overdrive

Mera)

INSEPARABLE. 6.Mlle Cole
EARGASM. Johnnie Taylor

GROOVE-A.T110K M. c Hayes
LET THE MUSIC PLAY. Barry VMS
CITY UFE. Eilmhbyrds
HOW DARE YOU, IOCC
WAKE UP EVERYBODY Harold Melvin

Mare

UMW Mesó

Capita
Columba
Mol Butlered Saari
2021 Century

Flearl
&

The Blue Nobs

Mersury
PRE tog

VS niscoTop20

9noer.
mroaw Moore
ylvan

Rana Bullring 0116. Rhn

LETS GROOVED n 1l.

1

2

45 167
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THEIR GREATEST HITS 19711979, Eagles
'ON COMES ALIVE. hMr Fr.npesn

1

43

Johnnie T.,r11s

T9n
Tie Staple

EMI
K -Tel

-U

10

37

Ede K.rdrlcU

KEEP HOLDING ON,

ARM

k

5'

/

4
3

CBS
Spark

VS Top SOAIbun1S

ILOVE TO LOVE The Charles
LET'S CO THE LATIN HUSTLE ,Eddia Deemer, and BBSLM
'LOVE MUSIC The O'Jcn
WAKE UP EVERYBODY ,He sold Melvin* The Ober.od
LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL DON T HAKE MEWAJT, Bunnryslgier
IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN ME Tv mre Fair
YOU SEE THE TROUBLE WITH ME. 114 my WHIR
IN9DE AMERICA Jaw Jones
FUNKY WEEKEND The SV Lew
THAT S WHERE THEHAPPY PEOPLE GO.Tremmps
TANGERINE,TIe3bwlO rthesea
SING A SONG, Earth Wlnd AM Fire
THEME FROM S W A T. Rhye.HM/t
m
SO IS THESIINT he W.6 Column
YOUR 14 AGIC PUT A WELL ON ME.1 J. Jolesen
THAT OLD BLACKMAGICCTie Selene,
LADY LADYLADY,The Come ManOrchnea
CHECKMATE, Berabas
BOHANNON'S BEAT,HarninceBatsmnn

2
3
4

K -Tel
Island

-

45

50

Charisma
Arcade
Capitol

Mercury
Atlantic
TWENTY - FOUR ORIGINAL HITS; The Drifters
Buddelt
THE BEST OF GLADYS KNIGHT AND THE PIPS.
Temla'Motown
MOTOWN GOLD, Various
Polydor
RAISING HELL. The Fatback Band
-RCA
MEMORIAL 1944-1969
GLENN MILLER
EMI
WE ALL HAD DOCTORS PAPERS. Max Boyce
EMI
LIVE AT TREORCHY, Max Boyce'
EMI
SHEER HEART ATTACK. Queen
ELITE HOTEL, Emmylou Harris
Reprise
QUEEN, Queen
EMI
QUEEN 2, Queen
RODRIGO CONCIRGO DE AIANJUEZ BIL LA LOBOS. John Williams
CBS
TUBULAR BELLS. Mike Oldfield
Virgin
THE FOUR SEASONS STORY, The Four_Seeeons Private Stock
ABBA, Abbá
Epic
LIVEI. Robin Trower
Chryseib
WALK RIGHT BACK WITH THE EVERLYS. Evenly Brothers
WamerBros
OMMADAW N. Mike Oldfield
Virgin
ROLLED GOLD. Rolling Stones
Dacca
FAVOURITES, Peters and Lee
Phlllps
WHO LOVES YOU, Four Seasons
WamerBros
WISH YOU WERE HERE, Pink Floyd
Harvest
LOVE TO LOVE YOU BABY. Donna Summer
C,rO
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS, Paul Simon
CBS
RAMSHACKLED, Alen W hhe
Atlantic
SUNBURST FINISH. Be -Bop Deluxe
Harvest
ONE OF THESE NIGHTS. Eagles
Asylum
TIMELESS FLIGHT. Steve Harley Et Cockney Rebe
GIMME BACK MY BULLETS. Lynyrd Skynyrd
MCA
STATION TO STATION, David Bowie
HLA
ATLANTIC CROSSING, Rod Stewart
Warner Bros
THE VERY BEST OF ROGER WHITTAKER, RogerWhhtaker
ColuRiSie
THE BEST OF THE STYLISTICS, The Stylistics
AVCU'
SIMON AND GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HI'S. Simon and Garfunkel CBS
BRASS' CONSTRUCTION
UA

-A

23

EMI

United Artists

THE VERY BEST OF SLIM WHITMAN, Slim Whitman
A TRICK OF THE TAIL. Genesis
THE BEST OF ROY ORBISON, Roy Orblson
THE BEST OF HELEN REDDY, Helen Reddy
MUSIC EXPRESS. Various
RUN WITH THE PACK. Bad Company
DESIRE: Bob Dylan
SCOTCH ON THE ROCKS. Band Of The Black Watch
BREAKAWAY,Gallagher and Lyle
A NIGHT AT THE OPERA. Queen
FORTY GREATEST HITS, Perry Como
HOW DARE YOU, lOcc

-

'22

DO THE SPANISH HUSTLE. Fated& Bare

I

GTO

LET'S DO THE LATIN HUSTLE M & O Bend
Heil
PEOPLE LIKE YOU Glitter Bend
WE'VE GOT TO WORK TQ STAY TOGETHEIRI 20th Century Steel Bind
YOU SEE THE TROUBLE WITH ME, Berry White
20th Century
RAIN. Statue Quo
Vertigo
WHEELIN' N' DEALIN Seuetres
Chrysalis
IINANNA STAtiWITH YOU. Gallagher & Lyle
A&M
MOVIN CHANGIN. Brea* Construction
United Artists
OQM
Meºnet
MAYA NIGHT, Linda Thompson
WHERE THE HAPPY PEOPLE GO, Trammps
Atlantic
ITCHY COO PAHK- S mall Feces
Immediate
I No 7 (ONLY WANTS TO GET TO HEAVE JJohn Kongos
A &M
GIVE UP THE FUNK, Parliaments
Ceseblence (Import
MONEY. Pink Floyd
Harvest

8

19

US'SoulTop2O
CBS

9

14

Soul Top20

Uuf
1

Fnts«
MM

10

11

/ EBONY EYES,The Everly

BACK

RIDERS IN THE SKY,
EXODUS,
MY KINDOF GIRL.
SAILOR,

2

Alnac

5

8

25

Sinatra
Eddie Arnold

FBI.

1

Inm.aonI

7

13

Chelsea
Crees

2

12

Atcb

Ode

3

6

The Small runes
The Mind ben tin re

WOODEN HEART.
ARE YOU SURE.
THEME. FORA DREAM,
WILLYOU LOVE ME TOMORROW,

As

Mercury

5

7

Columble

cirpelpry

1

14

1961

6
e

Meta

6

4
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YEARS AGO
March

4

Capitol

LA LA LA I.L E,
AG140OV1' KENO OF LOVE.
BARBARA ANN.
SHAPES OF THINGS,

MAKE. THE WORLD GO AWAY.

MC

Selcul

INSEPARABLE, Natalie Cale
BOOGIE FEVER,Sylvers
LOVE FIRE. Jigsaw
LOVE TO LOVE YOU BABY, Dann. Summer
LOOKING FOR SPACE, John Denver
YOULL LOSE AGOOO THING. Fredly Fends
-MESA EMEND, Eddie k.ndrkt4
1130,1 DO.1 D0.1110,1 DO. Abb.
UV IN'F OR THE WEEKEND.O'Jays
.Phtedelphle
I HE 4.90 R THROUGH THEORAPEVINE.e,..dsnts Ca are. lee Rvlval

/

-

Urkled Ardo

50 WAYS TO LEAVE YOUR LOVER. Peal Simon
LOVE IS THE DRUG. ray Mu.k

ILOVEMUSIC O'Jeys

e:.i`ROTe Is@sTtEOt4!BA

r114N..1'

The Beach Boys
The Yardblrrls
BACKSTAGE.
Gene Pltney
DEDICATED FOLLOWER OF FASHION,
The Kinks
THESE BOOTS ARE 'MADE FOR WALKING,Nanoy

JUST YOU AND L ~Um. M.ncne.r
GOOD HEARTED WOMAN. Waybn and Wnll.

If

15

ES
-

9

UI DiscoTop2o
1

}W'S zC^1dr TWIG

.a4-

B

LORELELSty,
FOPP Obo Players
52 WE CANT HIDE IT ANYMORE, Larry Sanbs
SAM SMILE, Daryl Halls Jahn Ole.
57
56 HIT THE ROAD JACK Stamped«.
59 WITHOUT YOUR LOVE (Mr -leaden), Chad* Rom
40 IF YOU ONLY BELIEVE (Josue For Tonto), Mal«I RMnr«,

46

10 YEARS

Coh,mble
Arleta

TANGERINE, Seleml Orchestra
THEME FROM "S.W AT"Rhylnm Heritage
SHOW ME THE WAY, Peer Frampton
ACT ION.%met

THERE'S A KIND OF MUSH (MI Over The Weald),
THE WH E KNIGHT, CIedu. Mewed.
ONLY LOVE IS REAL, Caraie King

-

CeM
Warns Fw,Cerb

Capitol

3

Vertigo
Asylum

BLUE FOR YOU, Status Quo
THEIR GREATEST HITS 1971-75, The Eagles

-

a
e
10

S II

RCA

ne,

BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY, Queen
SLOW RIDE. roge.l
AVE ET 1OVE, Commodores

24

1

T Res

i

Mungo Jerry
BABY JUMP.
aul McCartney
ANOTHER DAY,
Lynn Anderson
V ROSE GARDEN.
Perry Como
IT'S IMPOSSIBLE,
S
George Harrison
3
Mt' SW EET LOI<D.
The Mixture
6 THE PUSHBIKE SONG.
Deep Purple
STRANGE RIND OF WOMAN.
Nell Diamond
e
SWEET CAROLINE,
THE RESURRECTION SHUFFLE.A9hton Gardner and
Dyke
1

3

e

Hoot

LET YOUR LOVE FLOW, %norm, Brothers,

Ma re/119/1
7
HOT LO1 E.

7

Rid

GOLDEN YEARS. O&M Bade

OUGHT BACK WHERE WE STARTED FROM, Marine Nlghensele

-

3
4

e.

IS
25

4

10

- fromMrdn Ih+ea

IT

4

14

13

Apple

MAHOGANY THEME, Diana Ross
Tamla Motown
3 RUNAWAY. Alex Harvey
Vertigo
4 IT'S ALL OVER NOW. Rod Stewart
Mercury
5 PAPERBACK WRITER, Beetles
Apple
6 ARMS OF MARY. Sutherlend.Brothers & Quiver CBS
7 GET UP AND BOOGIE. Silver Convention
Magnet
8 BOHANNON'S BEAT. Hamilton Bohannon Brunswick
9 DISCO CONNECTION. Isaac' Hayes
ABC
10 GET BACK. Beatles
Apple

CIA< MIME

1

-

37

Werner Woe ./Lars
A.iele

HEY JUDE, Beatles

2

4

US Top SO Singles
riI
WeightWrweM

2
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British Top 50 Albums

I

I

13
14

15
16
17
18
19
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THAT'S WHERE THE HAPPY PEOPLE GO, TheTrammpe

Atlantic

TURN THE BEAT AROUND. Vicky Sue Robinson
RCA
LOVE HANGOVER, Diana Ross
Motown
MORE. MORE, MORE, Andrea True Connection
Buddah
NIGHT AND DAY, The Monster Orch
Sem Records
HUSTLE;
The
SPANISH
Fatback Bend
Event
STREET TALK, BCG
20th Century
IT'S NOT WHAT YOU GOT ¡CHAINS / HE'S A FRIEND. Eddie Kendricks Tamar
TOUCH AND GO. Ecstasy. Passion and Peln
Roulette
LOS CONQUISTADORES CHOCOLATES. Johnny Hammond
Milestone
I HEAR A SYMPHONY, Hank Crawford
Kudu
MIGHTY HIGH EVERYTHING IS LOVE. Mighty Clouds Of Joy
ABC
LET'S GROOVE, Archie Bell &The Drells
TSOP
HEART BE STILL, Carl Graves
A&M
MOVIN' / CHANGIN', Brass Construction
UA
MORE, Carol Williams
Salsoul
THANK YOU BABY. Leon Thomas
Don King
SALAS. Louis Ramirez
Cotique
WOW Andrea Gunton
London
CHILD OF MINE. The Joneses
Mercury
-

.

/
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STONES TO TOUR
But this could be
the last time !
NEWS, DESK

01-607-6411
NEWS EDITOR

ROSALIND
RUSSELL

-

I'm Donna
try mé

Joining the Stones for
will be Ron

the dater

Wood (guitar). Billy
Preston (keyboards) and

011ie Brown (per-

cussion). An announce.
meat is expected soon
about the support hand
and a short list of
American act, has been
drawn up.

The tour was an
nounced following a

DONNA SUMMER

DONNA SUMMER Is to
have her Ioilow-up single
to 'Love To Love You
Baby' out In mid-ApriL It
Is titled 'Try Me, I Know
We Can Make
Together'. It was produced by Georgie Moro der who has his own
single out soon. titled 'I
Want To Funk With You

It

.9

THE ROLLING STONES begin a European
tour on April 2S - and Record Mirror &
Disc understands that It may be their last.
Sources close to the band have suggested
that the Stones will split after the dates.
The tour will Include 10 British dates and
will feature a special production which the
band has been working on for six months.

meeting of the chiefs of
Atlantic Records and 1111
the European promoters.
The meeting was filmed
for possible inclusion In a
film which the Stones are
Involved in.
This Is the band's first
European tour since 1919
and they w ill play dates In
Spain and Yugoosavla for
the first time. An album.
'Black And Blue', will be
released on April 15.
The British dates open
at the Glasgow Apollo os

Slay 10, ii and 12. Ticket
prices for these concerts
will be limited to two per
person, priced (3. 50,
(3.00 and [2.91. ¡hey are
available from the Apollo
box of lice. The tour
continues at Leicester

Granby Hail (14/15),
Stafford New Bingley

Mall (17/18) and Landon
Earls Court (21/22/29).
Ticket prices for Lelces.
ter and Stafford are [3.00
each. Tickets for Earls
Court are 0.161, MOO and
£2.00. These ore available by mail only to (1P

T`

of

i'

7S1

RAFHtNng ton (April 1)
Edinburgh Napier College (2). Scunthorpe

DONNY

&

A

MARIE

Steve Weisberg

Summer, but plans arc
still being discussed.
Meanwhile, Donny and
Marte have an album nut
here in late April titled
'Donny And Marie Sing
Songs From Their TV
Show'. It Includes 'Cmon
Mary .Anne', an old Four

0
11',11141._1

.44L

'I

IRON WOOD

I

Dillards
support
Ozarks
COUNTRY BAND The
Dillards are lo be added
as support band to the
Ozark Mountain Daredevil tour which opens on
April 29 at Newcastle City

Halo

Walker's
single
,./.51/s/_.

:f,-

-

-

o.s.

THE WALKER BROTHERS are about to record a
new single to follow 'No
Regrets', and It will be
released in the next few
weeks. They are also
planning a new album for
the Autumn. Scott Walker
is going to record a solo
album for release at the
same time.
a

II

single 'Deep Purple'. All
the other material is new.

Surprise for London

1

or

THE SURPRISE SISTERS are to play London dates In
April. The Sisters. whose single 'La Booga Rooga'
is in the charts, plan on a few concerts, but as yet the
venue has not been set.

MICK JAGGER:could be the Stones final tour

THE DIVERSIONS
¡BUT IS IT FUNKY1
GULS 28

YEAR OF THE DRAGON
f OVER MY SHOULDER'
GULS 30

--I

(guitar).

Glasgow next Friday
(March 26).

Seasons song, and their

(7/8), Wetherby Town
Hall (9), Sutton Coidfield
tehaven Haven Club (11),
Chippenham Roundabout
Club (16) and Carlisle
Cos/no Club (17).

his

-

OSMOND

Belfry Hotel (10), Whi-

has

Hal Blaine (percussion),
Herb Lovelie (drums)
and Musical director Lee
Hold ridge.
Denver arlves in

r

to. No applications will he
deal) with before March
26, but after that, they will
be opened in order of

Baths Hall (9), Oakengates Town Hall (5).

Crayford Town Hall

on

forthcoming British
They are: Dick
Kniss (bass); John
Sommers (guitar ! violin
/ mandolin / banjo).

certs are limited to six per
person. Please mark the
envelope with the date of
the concert yowl wish to go

THE OSMONDS hope to
come to Britain in the

17C11-

DENVER

dates.

OSMONDS RIPE
Marmalade
spread
FOR SUMMER
Brighouse Stardust Show bar (20), Stockton Baileys
(23), Newcastle La Dolce
Vita (24). Hull Baileys
Edmunds
(25-27),

choice
'JOHN

will bick him

titled 'Love Trilogy'.

current single Is 'Falling
Apart At The Seams'.
have a series of dates set
They are: Coventry Mr
Georges (March 19).

Denver's
chosen his musicians that

Tonight'.
Donna also has an
album out on March 29

MARMALADE, whose

THE MIRACLES have
cancelled their week at
Watford Baileys, orle)'
natty scheduled for Apri
18-25. Their British lour
Opens on March 22 nt
Bournemouth, and continues until .April 17,
they will be appearing at
Leech.

Productions, PO Box No.
4T1., London K'11TL.
Tickets for these con-

arrival.

CANCEL

Marketed by

DECO

WALKER BROS
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JONI CANCELS

NEWS IN
BRIEF

BRITISH TOUR

JONI MITCHELL
has cancelled `he):
British and Eu
ropean dates. The

-

decision was taken
for medical reasons.
Doctors who treated
her for exhaustion
and flu during her

recent American

'
h+

tour advised her to
cancel.
Her Concerts at. the
London Hammersmith

-

...

JETHRO TOLL: year of exile Is up

s

elks:

TO EX -ISLES,

ii

1974.

Victoria

an

Wednesday.

but the plans had to be
abandoned after "union
problems," the promoter
John Abbey announced.

ri

-

for a nationwide tour.
They will be supported by
Back Door DFM's new
single, 'Chocolate King' Is
out on March 2l1,
The tour opens at
Folkestone Leas Cliff Hall
on April 17. It continues
at Southend Kursml (19),

Guildford Civic Hall
Plymouth Guildhall
Bristol Colston Hall
Sheffield City Hall

(21).
(22).
(23),

(al),

Open air

Silly Sisters
re -schedule

arrive by Back Door

ITALIAN BAND PFM
arrive In Britain In April

have a release date.
Tull win also appear on 'Bupereonló' on March 27.
It's their first British TV appearance In five years.
Commenting on thin, Ian Anderson said Mat he was
pleased Mike Mansfield invited them to the show and
said It was up to the bands to improve the rock shows on

TV.

JON! MITCHELL: doctors advised her to cancel

Sweet

MADDY PRIOR and
June Tabor have rescheduled their dates,

Newcastle City Hal( (25),

Manchester Free Trade
Hall 1261, Liverpool
Empire (27). Glasgow
City Hall (28). Edinburgh
Leith Hall (29) and York
Central Hall (30).
More dates al Nottingham University (May II,
Hemel Hempstead Pay).
lion (2). Exeter University 13), Cardiff Univer-

lasing a couple of the
London ones to Include
more provincial. towns.
The Itinerary now reads:
Portsmouth Centre Hotel

(April

41,

Hull Central

Hall (81, Sheffield High.
citric Club (10), London
Sadler' Wells Theatre
Ill), Birmingham Town

Hall

sity (41, Birmingham
Town Hall (e) and London

(

Liverpool

131.

Baileys (H1 and Bristol
Colston Hall (15),

Albert Hall (e).

NEWS EXTRA
Dollar beats
up the price

of tickets

.. .

SWEET ARE holy to top
the bill of one of the major
open air concerts being
planned for this Summer.
Details of the outdoor
concerts are yet to be
finalised, but several
London football clubs are
looking Into the possibility of opening their
doors to the pop fans.
Sweet have no plans to
do any other UK dates,
although they begin a
European tour on April
30.

promoters say the only way they'll get
artists over here In the future le to offer
more money, which means dearer seats.
MAM agency said: "We can't see
American sedate putting their prices
down. Like all Importers, it will be a rase
of if you alma It you'll have to be
prepared to pay more to get IL
"Tickets will have to go up. There Is no
predicting where It w1R all end, so we

can't

rosy

dtualla

.
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Flrmiicriri
A

ment,

the

submit a sample work so
the 'Desire'. album was
given to an advisory
panel on folk music and
Jazz. The panel gave the

album and the proposed
tour their highest recommendation. Dylan could
tour the USSR without
State Department approval, but the Soviet

a

-and

excepting America
Canada. He Is the second
Beetle to leave EMI
George Harrison left a
few weeks ago. Under the
contract, Ringo has to
deliver seven albums
over the next five years.
He records the first of
those album/. In April and
It should be ready for
releatserin June.

-

BOB DYLAN

Tammy
Waynef !

prove any artist tours,
and an official US okay
TAMMY WYNETTE givwould enable Dylan to go ing singing lessons to
as part of the US -USSR .Jahn Wayne' It happened
Exchanges Agreement. on the set of Wayne's new

becomes

reality, Dylan would be
the first American rock

act permitted to play In
the Soviet mantra. Two
months ago, country and
western singer Roy Clark
toured Rueda.

Wings have their
album, 'Wings At
The Speed Of Sound'
released on March 29
They leave an Friday for
their European tour .. .
Widow Maker make their
London deburrsr March 30
at the Roundhouse. Also
on the bill Is Steve
new

M

arrlott's Allslare.

'There are extra dates
added to the Boxer /
Widow Maker tour They
are. Reading Town Hall

(March

17), Chlcheeter
College of Education 1191.
lancheater College (2e)

and London Thames
Polytechnic (28)
Chrysalis has signed their

songwriter Lee Garrett
whose album 'Heat For
The Feels' will be out
later this month .
The
organisers who hoped to
put on a concert for the
organisers who hoped to
put on a concert fee the
relief of the victims of the

Guatemala disaster are
this week still hopeful that
an event might links
place. Hawkwtnd rave
been forced to pull out
because of recording
ckxnmitmenta, but pram
ter Danny O'Donovan has
offered to waive his hire
fee for a theatre and
many other people are

willing to help

O

..

With reference
story In RM & d
6), Correction:
buyers will not be
buy the special

to the
(march

record
able to
boxes

containing the Beatles

singles, The boxes are for
record dealers only.

RINGO STARR

Tammy

tactfully avoided the

issue: "We are good
friends, so 1 d better not
reply to that question

actor."

or

government must ap-

If the tour

d

1r**

representative -for Dylan

endorseartists must

o. r

c

e

other than to say he Is a
very talented and popular

r

contacted the US State Department's Office
of International Arts Affairs seeking an
endorsement for such a tour.
To earn an

R

-

Dylan's desire BOB DYLAN wants to tour the Soviet

Plymouth Flestn (29) and
London Marquee (1p)

RINGO STARR
American to the
signed to Polydor first
label He is singer /
was

good singer.

71k1

to play Russia

(26), St Albans City Hall
(27), /tall Pavilion (TA),

'itiIiri...

Hollywood

Union.

RINGO'S
PRETTY
POLY

by how rnuch. It's a horrible
but one we can't avoid."

CONCERT TICKETS will cost more as
The Arthur Howe. agency said they
the pound takes a beetling against the were carefully watching the pound /
dollar.
dollar situation before Bedding on future
With America devaluing the pound, promotions.

Cleopatra. (IS),
Cromer Pavilion (19),
Hornehurch Havering
Tech (20), Doncaster
Outlook (22). Sheffield
City Hall Ballroom (22),
Brunel University (24),
Newcastle Polytechnic
Derby

TAX EXILES Jethro Tull have returned to Britain for
good. They have ended their year long exile In the
Stater. A .Ingle, titled 'Too Old To Rock And Roll: Too
Young To Dle', Is released this Friday (19). It Is aleo
the title of their forthcoming album, which does not yet

Apollo were completely
sold out and would have
been her firstshows here
since she appeared with
CSN & Y at Wembley In

PFM

Nottingham The Porterhouse (March 17),

TULL RETURN

Odeon and the Glasgow

Everyone who bought
tickets direct from MAIM
should return their tickets
with a stamped, addressed envelope, for a
refund. People who
bought tickets direct from
agencies should return
their tickets to the agents
concerned.
The promoter, Barry
Dickens, hopes to reschedule the tour for later
In the year.
THE LONDON concerts
by Grover Washington
and Ron Carter were
cancelled this week They
were due to play the New

WOOLWORTHS HAVE,
just released IS double
albums at L1.99 each.
They include albums by
Dionne Warwick, Nell
6edake, Johnny Cass and
I)oetsA
The Platters
of Madness have had
several changes to.thelr
tour. It now reads;

motion picture, 'The

Shootlst,' filming

In
Hollywood Wayne sings
Lo co-star Lauren Bacall
In the movie, and Wynette

was visiting the set, so . .
you've got the picture.
Asked U The Duke was a

DAVID RUFFIN, appearing at the Total

British
are back

PETER FRA MPTON,
Fleetwood Mac and
(American) Gary Wrldtt
are headlining T
Britlah are Back' concert

at Oakland Stadium at
Experience dub In Los April 25. The Northern
Angeles, was surprised California show Is a
when Temptation Melvin sequel to last year's The
Franklin joined him on British Are Coming'
stage for a couple of concert, which featured
numbers. And the Robin, Trower and Dave
Tempts had a surprise as Masan.
well . when appearing in New York recently, THE BAY CITY KOLA,
Mick Jagger dropped by ERS have a new
backstage to say hello.
American album, and It
Another former Tempta- contains one track unredon, Damon Harris (he leased In England- The
replaced Eddie Rend. title song 'Rock And Roll
ricks), la recording an Love Letter', was written
album with his new by
an Ttm Maces .

.

group, Impact Motown
releases a new Temptations album in the US this
week, 'Wings of Love'.
It's reported to be a
return to the Temptations
sound of yesteryear.

It's expected

to be

till

to 'Money
Honey,' the Rollers'

follow-up

current S single. whICJt
of bulleting Its way Into
the Top Ten

FEED BRON6ON
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i
a major new album from

Hi

LIZZY

A bum 9102 008 Cassette 7138 075

,J

11

Catch them on tour.
March
March
March
March
March
March
March
March
March
March
.

5
6
7

Sheffield University
Essex University

Croydon Greyhound
Bournemouth Winter Gardens
9 Southampton University
8

10

Guildford Civic Hall

Cheltenham Town Hall
12 Cambridge Corn Exchange
13 Exeter University
15 Birmingham Town Hall
11

March 16
March 17
March 18
March 19
March 20
March 21
March 22
March 23
March 24
March 25

Scunthorpe Tiffany's
Bradford St Georges Hall
Newcastle City Hall
Manchester Free Trade Hall
Liverpool Stadium
Bristol Colston Hall
Stafford Top of the World
Portsmouth Guildhall

March 26
March 27
March 29
March 30
March 31
April
April 2
April 3

Cardiff Top Rank

APRIL 4

Aberystwyth University

Special guests Graham Parker and the Rumour.
Management: Morrison-OOonnell I'd. Agency Cowbell

Ltd

1

Brunel University
Southend Kursoal
Glasgow City Hall
Stirling Albert Hall
Edinburgh Leith Theatre
Middlesbrough Town Hall
Burnley Nelson's Column
Maidenhead Skindels
NEW VICTORIA

LONDON

markeied

by

phonogram

`
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CHRIS WHITE Is no Johnny Come Lately to the
world of song.
Ile began his musical apprenticeship in a band
called Status Quo
(no relation) with his brother Nick, but
the
two
left the band
because: "We couldn't rehearse properly, It was
always In

someone's kitchen."

The brothers later
formed a trio. which later
became a five piece lineup. calling themselves
Heroes And Villains
(after a Beach Boys
single).
In 1867, when The
Beautiful People and

Flower Power were
Olds and Nick
made a record, aptly
vogue.

titled 'Flowers For
Friend'.
"We recorded

Regent

Sound

In

mark Street,"
recalled.

A

it at

Den-

Chris

"The single turned out
lobe a minor success. "

It could have

havli to sing, live for the
show. It was a great relief
when It was all over
The other thing that
flummoxed our friend, Is
that after his perform.
ance at TOTPs a bevy of
young girls came up and
asked for his autograph:
"f couldn't believe It, I
felt like saying, 'excuse
me. but you've made
some sort of mistake'. I
was really flattered
though."
For a guy who up 'lit
recently was on the dole
and then a van driver,
things are clearly looking
up. But his sublime work
would have been Impas-

Jan Iles talks
to Chris White
them with their Flower
Power stanza, but to
Chris's dismay the man
didn't want to know
For the next few years
Chris continued to knock
on those heavenly record
company doors - then he
arrived at Charisma's
doorstep: "1 wrote 'Spanish Wine' at home on a
tape recorder, and when I
played Il to Charisma
they liked IL "

History

been the

start of something big.
but It wasn't. Nick

sible without Brian

By the end of last year
decided he wanted out, so Chris had laid down three
Chris, undeterred, battled finished tracks with the
on alone.

"I went back to

songs", he said. "most of
which were pretty awful.
"1 then tried to write an
LP. sn's I could send the
best songs to record
companies - I even made
my own little album

"I probably wouldn't

illustrious producer Shel

writing Talmy,

got the

be

doing this If It, wasn't for
Brian Wilson. He really
woke me up to/music.
Get Around', was the firs
single I ever bought, and
It just did something to
mc.
Today's music doesn't
really make Chris swoon,
but he does have a high
regard for l0cc. Queen
and The Carpenters, to
name a few
"I liked 'I'm Not In
Love', and 'Bohemian
Rhapsody', they're absolutely beautiful. Those
kind of sounds make me
feel emotional as opposed
to supposedly emotional
blues and soul I think
that complex, touching,
well finished records are
not devoid of emotion.

one of which was

'Spanish Wine'.
The rest Is history. The
said record has become
(`hrls's debut single.

"I

L

Wilson (a Beach Boy).
Why? Let Chris explain:

ilea irom-a

holiday my girlfriend and
I had in Majorca", he
sleeve. There were some explained.
really weird things on the
Dist week Chris apalbum. One that springs peared on 'Top of The
to mind is 'Dub (Sugar Pops' to promote his
And Splice)' which ditty It was Chris's first
consisted of bits and appearance on TV land
pieces put together and his first ever solo
recorded round one performance).
theme. It was a mini epic,
"I wasn't as nervous as
I. recorded at half speed.
I thought I'd be", he said
used all sorts of effects casually, "but the end
such as thunderstorms."
result wasn't as good as I
Chris took his 'epic' to expected. You see had a
the engineer at Regent monumental shock when
Sound who had helped they said I was going to
1

,

w

;
,

i,

/
-r--i

...11111.

`WHENEVER I'M AWAY
6401urr Knordc
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The new single from Reflections.
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1 iana's

IT WAS a sad Irony that the
it was
announced Diana Ross would beweek
her
first British tour for over two making
years,
news also broke that Florence Ballard, the
one of the original members
Suprenres, had died In poverty of the
in
Detroit.

r

pagne
e on

4

°

The irony became more

apparent with reports
that Diana's tour was

x:

going to cost in the region
of 050,000 and no holds
barred. However, the
music business Is unfortunately full of sad deaths,
and business has to goon.
The Diana Ross star machine was under way,
and first stop In the
European tour was

-

:.r :::::.:.:-.

like what they saw. ICs
made no difference.
because the .picture's
doing very. very well.
There's a part in the show
that's been done on the
lines of what Nilsson did
in his cartoon 'The Point'
which Is basically you see
what you want to see.
Enough of the public saw

Britain.

what they wanted to see In

Members of the Press
were Invited to meet
Molown's first lady for a
champagne breakfast at
one of London's top
hotels. Security was
tight, and before anyone
actually Rol there, we
were taken to see a
special screening of her
new film, 'Mahogany',
which opens in London on
March 25 (review, page

'

characters Diana portrayed in her two films, the

talented but self

Talented

"Every role I play Is me
and not me. I empathise
with the characters, but
at the same time I'm still
me. Playing two characters has given me a
chance to take a look at a
lot of women, especially

Screen
armed with' an
Impression of Diana Ross'
second screen appearance and complete with
So,

black women,

and so
many are so talented. "
The man was looking at
his watch again. Flor
ence Ballard was the last
question, the inevitable

security clearance, a
collection of Journalists
duly presented them-

selves for breakfast.
"When she comes In,"
muttered one of her aides,
"could you all stand up
and .
.
well, applaud.
I understand it'll set her
up for the interview!"
A star Indeed.
When she arrived, most
of us were halfway

one.

How were you affected
by the news of Florence's

through our scrambled
eggs, but the entourage
did manage to clap quite
vigorously.
Good morning, hl!"
she smiled. A ragged
chorus of eggy 'ht's' came

/e
/

.

r/rs

deaths
"It was a shock to Uº
all. Berry rang me and
Just said. 'She's dead.' I
didn't know who he meant
at first. 1 think her death
was an accident, She'd
been ill for quite -a long

time.

j

iS

feel a sense of loss, the
answer Is yes and no. Yes
because she was part of
me and no because we
haven't been close for a

long time
You know,

don't

situation over - dramatised. She did it to herself
over a long period of
time, Nonne could stop
her.
wanted to take her
by the scruff of her neck
and shake her and make
her stop it but I couldn't
Nobody could Everyone
has their own destiny

Married

1

articulate- Unfortunately
there wasn't enough time.
She sat down as her
aide said. "Ladles and
gentlemen, Diana Ross,"
to which she laughed and

e

said: "Actually, It's

Fund

Diana Silberstein. but no
matter." For the record,
Diana is married to- a

well-known AmeriCan

-

what was really ImparLunt to me . . . I look on
my business as a service

I

want this Florence

As It turned out. Diana
Ross Is charming and

-

.
I

Ume.

1

.

was
At the funeral
very sad. The love Mary
and I have for Florence
will never disappear, but
as far as whether or not I

r9':

.y.
oleo'

back.
The procedure was that
Ms Ross would circulate,
table hopping, and spend
a few minutes with each
group who could ask as
many questions as they
could in their allotted

.

-

destructive Billie Holliday, and the fairy-tale
story of Mahogany.'

19).

manager known as Bob
whose real name
Ellis
happens to be Silberstein
why the
explains
This
cards announcing the
of their
first
the
of
birth
children were sent out
'Diana
wording
the
with
Ross and Robert Ellis
(Silberstein) announce
otherthe birth of
wise no-one would have
known who anyone was.
Her children are an
important part of her life.
although they had remained behind in Cantor Ma with mum during the
tour.
"Whilst was pregnant
the'last time I didn't work
the first time I
at all
haven't. And I got totally
bored and miserable.
That's when I realised

Mahogany'.'

There was a suggestion
of similarity between the

i-::hh1

.....
:

'::.

1

character Diana
plays in 'Mahogany' is a
rags , to - riches ghetto
girl who becomes a world
They

Her
design didn't

model.

interest In
stop with the end

of

filming.

'I can't keep my nose
out of anything. Although
don't make my own
clothes. 1 do take a large
I

?$...

.-.....

Florence, despite what
she says. At that
particular point her arms
jerked violently, and her

glass of champagne

1

-

I'm here to
business
give entertainment. So I
knew I wanted to work, to
tour.
"At first my company
just wanted me to come
over to promote the film,
but I thought. 'Hell to
promotion, wanna work
too.' If the film opens the
same time, that's great. "

famous

.

.ti; :::::ti}:-y}:::{:::-::::'i:.v::::::;
...
}k:'::;

.....; ..,.

Diana Ross obviously
feels quite strongly about

1i

say in them. During the

filming I'kept wandering
over to dress the models
Instead of learning my

lines.

I

really get

or

to be
entertained. They wanna
get away from the news
reels showing disasters
and things like that. I
believe in fantasy, that's
what people want. That
like
.
elusive element .
the butterfly in 'Mahogany' . . . hard to catch, to

k

Involved in everything I

do."

The show will reflect
this involvement. "When
knew was going to do
the tour, Berry (Gordy)
and I hired a producer
and I sat down with him
for two weeks Just
talking We talked about
everything I like to do,
everything I like to wear,
the kind of songs I like to
1

1

sing-- just

about

everything. The show is
about me,

Ills me.

"I'm a great believer
that people go to theatres

to mov les

define."

by

Sue
Byrom

What's very easy to
define about Mrs Silberstein is that she firmly
believes she can follow
four careers at once:
mother, wife, singer and
actress Despite the fact
that Mahogany' contains
hardly any singing, being
confined to opening and
closing titles, Diana Ross
doesn't see this as any

Indication that she's
moving away from
singing.

She

sees

no

conflict.
American critics were
almost universal in their
criticism of her latest
film It was described,
amongst other things, as
trite and superficial. She

landed in my lap.

stood

and

up

appeared.

A

minutes later she
appeared

She

dis-

couple of

and asked

everything was OK

re-

if

spokesman appeared
at the table. "What Diana
hasn't said Is that she's
started a trust fund for
Florence's three children,
A

doesn't care because and Motown have
whatever the critics matched Diana's original
might have said. wher- sum of money with an
ever the film played there equal amount. The kids
were queues round the
block.

''Journalists,

you
people," she said, waving
her arms to include us all.
"have a right to print
whatever you war it's
your opinion. So the
American critics didn't

will be taken care of."
There wasn't much left
to say, and it might seem
churlish to wonder if

Florence and the kids
couldn't have been helped
a little before Florence's

death

The question

staved wrestled.
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IF THERE Is one ban d with something to
gloat about at the canine nt,itix Brotherhood

David Brown `talks to Britain's choice for Eurovision

Of Maul.
In the past few
weeks they have
come to the fore-

front with
Your

Kisses

Barry Blue song, 'Kiss
Me Kiss You Baby',
which went gold in

T

France and Belgium

'Save

For

"The new song has
helped us over a hurdle
In this country," said
Martin, "We needed a

Me.' This is not
only the British

choice for the
Eurovision Song
Contest, but has

hit here. "
"There seems to

rovinion song," said
Lee- "We tried to do

I

something modern but
still acceptable Abbe
paved the way for a
Change

e

The success of this

song Is one in the eye for
the critics of the contest,

'Save Your Kisses For
Me', has already overthe
come one obstacle
which they
UK finals
see as a rehearsal for
the big day.

v

and shows that there Is

still

-

-

lot of Interest In
Britain.
Needless to say, the
group are overjoyed
with their double suCa

the song that represents

"This sounds very

/ s,

corny," said Nicky "but
it will be the moment of
a lifeUme-"

¿1

eess.

"It's unbelievable."
said Martin Lee modesUy. "It really looks
hke being Number One
at this rate We believe

it

be a

certain sort of Eu

shot into the charts
at number 14, and
shows every sign of
going much higher.

The Brotherhood are
being kept busy until
they leave for The
Hague next month
"Nerves are the main
problem," said Martin
"We have to try and look
at It as just another
appearance If you
didn't you would go toil

L'

is a good sing.

"Eurovision is still

very Important to a loi of
people. People want to
see who is representing
Britain. It puts 'you in
the public eye and in the
history hooks,"
Brotherhood Of Man
represent a wide area of

BROTHERHOO
EURO-MISSION

thé t1K. Martin comes
from Surrey, Lee Sheri,.
den from Bristol, Sand

ra Stevens from Yorkshire and Nicky Stevens
from Wales.
Sandra was resident
singer at the Wakefield
Theatre before joining
the Brotherhood and
had sung with Ken
Mackintosh, the Joe
Loss band and with the
Northern Dance Orches-

Nicky Stevens (no
relation) was trained as

solo records.

a

hiller their manager

classical singer.

before taking to touring
lee formed his first
group at 14 and worked

with several bands.

tra

later making

a couple of

contest. with Martin and

Martin met

and

Tony

producer through

his writing.
"I always pick proles
sinnals," Tony smiled
He wrote the song for the

Lee

At least the Brotherhood will not be an
unknown quantity In
Europe. since they have

hart more success
abroad than to Britain

until now,
The band first became
known through their
tingle 'United We Stand'
a part of their history
they want to keep dark.

"The past doesn't
really matter." said

there shaking like a
leaf. Now I know how
Miss World feels.

"All we hope V that
we don't get 'flu before
then. Or even worse, wt
hope no one has a better
song. We haven't heard
the others vet
"It is Just a matter of

waiting now

Martin. "The only Ume
that matters Is new. "
In Europe they were
successful with their
single 'Lady', which
they followed up with an
extensive cabaret tour.

They recorded

Mahogany -the woman every woman wants to be and every man wants to have.

We have

the clothes and the
routine all worked nut
And the Mart success
has added more hope

,,and excitement

"

Tony H111er added
it sounds as though
they are very confident,
it la because they are "

"If

a

FIVE FRESCO -LE -RAYE
T-SHIRTS TO BE WON!
11i
3
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11w man who knew
what Mahogany was
and where she
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The fashion
photographer who
created the most
beautiful model
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An amazing
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Trees for Leo Kottke to chew
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or a
telephone (41
But she can't be all that bad
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far as the ELO are concerned
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Some Humble Pie disc that's
of
more than one colour (4)
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from this band? ( 5
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Sounds
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PURPLE':

IN THE
R -I

AND NOW

DEEP PURPLE

were back in Britain
last week to say
"Thanks" to all
their supporters who
have remained faithful to them while
they have been away
the last two years

SINGLE
e

gaining International fame.

umwe.rr.

It was a quick thank
you, five concerts In six
days, before jetting off
again.
But it did give us a

'kk

glimpse of the current
line-up and show what
was happening within the
band
Purple have come a
long way since those

early recordings, with
organist Jon Lord making
a

E" ''1

distinct impression

through his classical
ramblings, through a

'.

series of definitive heavy
rock albums, to a point
where the whole thing
looked like folding when

essential members left

the group.
Gone are Ian Gillan,
Roger Glover and Ritchie
Blackmore, replaced by

David Coverdale, Glenn

Hughes and Tommy
Bolin.

-.

The sole survivors from
their foundation in the
early Sixties are drummer Ian' Pelee and
keyboards player Jon

TOMMY BOLIN: Purple pave mee buzz

played together I knew were only about three
things were happening," mediocre gigs. Never
:'I had such a anything you could call
respect for the band, and bad
I hope that now works the
"About 96 per cent of
the places we played were
All that we have had to other way too.
"They gave me the sell outs. At one place
judge this current line-up
by so far on this side of the tapes of the old band and I there were about 2,000
them away. I can kids who couldn't get In.
Atlantic was the rather threw
a few things like which was a shame."
lethargic album 'Come do
'Smoke
On The Water,'
Tommy has his own
Taste The Band,' so It was
want to do hand in the US, and at
obvious this visit was long but didn't
way they were. times seems more enthuthe
things
overdue
the way siastic about them than
The man with the I'm happier
are now.
Purple
hardest task in the new things
"I didn't even want to "When I get back I'll do
band is without doubt listen to those
things
work with the band.
Tommy Bolin, who has to because thought it might some
know what I'll call
fill Ritchie Blackmoré s Influence me subcon- Iit.don't
the Tommy Bolin Band
role
I guess Then there'll be
Bolin first recorded sciously."
Bolin played on the another Purple album.
with a band called 'Come
Taste The Band' then
do my own, and
Zephyr, which he ex- set and on the band's tour back I'll
on the road with
a
after
plains was named
took
which
to
Purple
and
so on. -'
America,
wind, not the car, and Japan, Australia and
He appeared to be
after playing with several Indonesia.
looking
forward
to his
big names, including the
"So far things seem to return to the US: "That's
famed James Gang,' he have gone smoothly. I where I grew up," he
Cut a solo album, was naturally a bit says. "In the mid -West."
'Teaser.'
worried about playing
On Friday night he
"I had never heard American, being Ameri arrives
at Wembley
Purple," he said. "It was can. This Is my first visit looking very smart and
just like joining a new to this country with band. dressed to kill. But
was
I
as
as
far
band
"We played Hawaii, Judging by his performconcerned. I didn't know which was really beau- ance, which left a lot to be
Ritchie had left the group tiful. Then came New desired, he could do with
then.
Zealand, Australia converting some of this
"They lust gave me a
each place we off-stage sharpness to onI can't remember played at we got better. stage aggression.
buzz
when exactly. and asked
He certainly has a long
dates we played
of
the
Out
If I'd go along and play
there way to go if he hopes to
with them. When we first I should imagine
gain the respect Black
more earned with the
band. Purple's mini -tour
started at Leicester, a
fairly safe bet as It is Jon

Lord.

he said.

Overdue

TRICK OF
THE TAIL
CB277
AVAILABLE ON CHARISMA RECORDS

1

,r

/F

_

'y

Lord's home
asked

how

CHART TOPPING ALBUM
t

1S1t.
%f.íg/rL .ri/

f.y

town_ When

the

concert

went Bolin says:
"Great. "

Did he ever feel
homesick after all this
time out of the country?
"Oh yeah." he laughs.
Full live review page t9.

by
DAVID COVERDALE

'

David Brown

,c1-

T

rX

.

L

ri/ltr Zit
-
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t\ AMERICA it's
blatant. The
:idt ert runs:
JAMES DEAN
MOW

n

DIED WHEN HE
t1 AS 24. But some
say his legacy lives
on in John

Miles.'

"When I opened
the paper and saw it
I just go/ a bit of a
shiver you know.
I'm really not that
happy with that, it's

bit heavy, but
that's the way the
a

Americans do it, "

There's controversy

1

surrounding John Miles;
controversy about the

way he dresses and the he
he chooses to wear

lV

ay

his hair.
Since the critics saw

through Springsteen's
"future of rock and roll"
publicity some appear

-,

to
be on a personal crusade
to stamp out anything

that smacks of forced
image -making or over.
blown propaganda,

Target
It'snot surprising that
John Miles has become an
easy target. He sets
himself up by looking like
James Dean
the same
short hair, stove pipe
jeans and leather jacketWhen you realise that
last year Mlles had

-

John Miles, hailed
as the new James
Dean, answers
his critics

Ir

shoulder length curly
hair, It would appear that

he's been put through the

by David Hancock

publicity wringer and the

-

Image machine
In fact
groomed to be a star.
Add to that an album

called 'Rebel' with

"

+i

-

a

cover of Miles holding a
shotgun across his shoulders to a classic Dean
pose and the whole thing
starts adding up to, slick
but rather obvious mar
keting.
John' Miles, It would
seem, is the latest young
man to fall victim to the
manipulators. He cate-

gorlcally denies the whole

thing.
Resplendent in white T
shirt, those jeans and that
blonde hair, Miles drinks
straight whisky as he
explains: "I don't claim
to be James Dean's
successor, Initially I got
the haircut because I like
the style and I was fed up
with the long hair.

I

got the tight

jeans and the windcheater because I like
that gear. Originally it
was

critic from

a

a

national newspaper who
made the comparison
with James Dean and
since then it's cropped up
all the time.

"There wa`sn't any

conscious decision to

mould myself on -James
Dean," he adds.
Miles is aware that
image, has always been a
part of the pop process
and la annoyed that he
should be singled out for

criticism.

"The thing

why
doesn't anybody have a
go at Silk, they've
actually stated openly
that they want to look like
James Dean and nobody
is slamming them. Take
Roxy or Status Quo, it's
all Image, it really Is.
"Look at Dylan when he
started with the cap and
Is,

all that and people

latched on to that and
there were Dylan caps In
the shops. the business is
full of image."
But to some people
Mlles has 'strayed that
little over the line by
looking like an acutual
person
a cult hero at

-

J

-

and wasn't he
that
really using the memory
of that person as a cheap

gimmick'

Comparison
"then

11

"I don't profess to be
James Dean, I don't
profess to look like or be
his legacy or anything the
advertising says, I lust
like the look of that era."
He denies being carted
off by publicists to get his
hair cut: "When we got
Top Of The Pops on the
first single, 'Nighty' I
looked in the mirror and
thought I looked terrible
and the gear didn't look
good
it looked at bit old
hat,

him to pose for the album
cover with the shotgun
came first from the
photographer, and that
the album's title song
'Rebel' was written after
the image change.
Pouring out some more

whisky, John Miles,

restates his case: "The
reason why I did it was to
get a drastic change and
for people to take notice
rather than for me to go
on looking hairy and
wearing denims."

It certainly made

people notice. The first
single got creditably high
in the charts and the
latest, 'Music', looks like
being the monster hit that

will establish John Miles
as the first British pop
star to emerge since
David Essex. If it does

happen then Miles will
take the credit, and if the

whole thing backfires
then he'll take the blame.
He explains once
again: "The thing Is I

don't ever do anything
that don't want ludo. As
I say, I'm not 100 per cent
happy at all with the way
the American advertising
Is going, but then I'm
3,000 miles away or
whatever and I didn't
know it was doing to
1

happen."

Listen
He hopes that the latest
single will make people
listen to the album more

-

Likeness
"Initially

we

out and when the
opportunity came to make
the album now I had to
use

it because itswas such

a good

track.

"It wasn't as though I
went out -and said 'Oh six
minute singles are In at

the moment', It was
written a -long time ago
and It was written as a
statement of what type of
music! like.
"We originally thought
along the lines of 'Rebel'
single but some
people said it was a bit
weird so we didn't use it.
The majority opinion was
for 'Music'.
John Miles reckons he s
as

dld_a

'Supersonic' with the
white trousers and satin
jacket and I thought there
were too many people like
that so I got the hair cut
Then I thought you can't
wear bell bottoms and
denim jackets with a style
like that so I thought I'd
get the rest of the gear to

a

hardened himself to
controversy and knows
that at least ti means
people are taking notice.
'You are always going

to get people who don't
like you no matter what
you look like elf what type
of, music you play.' he

match.

"For the first couple bf
weeks I wasn't sure about
it but nowt like It. I neveyrr

thought, 'Oh that's JamésDean,' not at alt "
But when the likeness
was pointed out the
record company seem to
have lost little time in
exploIUng It to the fullest.
But he says the idea for

than just look al the front
cover.
"I wrote 'Music' three
years ago In a hotel In
Leeds and we recorded it
when I had a contract
with Orange records but
we never had an album

JOHN MILES: pest end present. Left: shoulder length end curls 1975 style Right: the image machine has done it's job,

philosophises
"I used to.be shy and
nervous and it would
upset me U I read any
criticism but you Just
learn to harden yourself
to It and accept It.
"There's no way I'm
going to run away from

after all these
years, do matter how
much criticism I get I
don't give up that

success

easily."

Now that sounds like
James Dean himself.
If John Mlles is
suddenly swept away on a
tidal wave of hero
worship as THE legacy of
James Dean, theft ha
-

admits that he'll have b
learn to cope with it

le
"Hut you see
know that Pm not amts
Dean and I don't think I'll
ever sell records just
because 1 happen to look
like him. People buy
records because of the

music_

"

Carping
And that Is really the
crux of the matter- There
is no denying that John
Mlles Is being marketed
in America as the
successor to James Dean.
but even he doesn't like
And there's no denying

that the same type of
thing Is happening in Nis
country only on a more

subtle level None of this
really matters- The
carping critics should
realise that you don't look
at music but you listen to
It and the stuff Jahn Miles
is making deserves to ne
beard The music la more
important than the
Image
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'Home is where the heart is'
and David Cassidy's right
at home with this
incredible new album.
Don't miss it.
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iv THE studio

itself, Alex Harvey
¡. picking his way
gently through an
tcotistic song, which
.ounds nothing like
is hat you'd expect
from the ,man and
his band. In the
control room, which

is so dimly lit that
it's impossible to
recognise anyone,

someone is saying:

"I'm happier with
the tempos on this
album more than on

any other we've
done."
'This album' is not
the one due out in a

couple of weeks, this
one Is for Autumn
release.

Romantic
"For once," says Alex

Harvey. when he's
finished

playing, "we are

a tittle bit In front. 'in the
past we've always been

behind."

What was that you were
just playing?
"It's called 'Sirocco'.
Hugh (McKenna) gave

birth
It doesn't sound like
SAHB material.
"No. Hugh tends to
write very romantic

..

songs.
Have you got a lot of the
same kind of thing on the

album?
"No. not really, but I
don't know yet what the
album's going to sound
like. None of us do."

But what

ó1

HARVEY'S
s IT

the album

"Well,"

rather

hit

-

which

made the charts immediate upon its release.

"Of course I'm delighted that It's a lilt,"
says Alex, "hut I never
think about choosing a
single. I leave that to the
record company If
1

touring

old ground though,

(Batchelor, pro-

-'Runaway'
Del Shannon's old

radically

'The Penthouse Tapes'.
"We're not going over

because some of the
places we'll be playing
are places where we
haven't played for two
years or more and some of
Them we haven't played
al all. f eople seem to
think that Britain, us far
us rock's concerned,
consists of London,
Manchester, Glasgow
and a couple of outlier
cities Half the country's
absolutely starved of

h

ducer to the SnIIB)

out

be

of the same show we did
at Christ rnatrand some of

we'd never released and
they all got stored away
in this penthouse Then

recorded al the New
Victoria In London. "
Preceding the album.
the SAHB have a single

than

June as well. We'll
basically be playing some

"Well, a had tapes of
all these bits pieces that

Cheek', which was

"That album 'eel

through the whole month
of May," says. Alex, "with
a few days of April and

says Alex

refound them and with a
bit of scissor work we
discovered we'd got an
album. There's everything on It from 'School's
Out' to a live version of
'(lancing Cheek To

Belongs To Me',

"We'll

.

David

the first new music a .rn
the hand since 'Tunics -ow

altered,

deadpan, "It's the opposite of 'The Basement
Tapes' "
Oh now,
on .

I

'I
SAHB: dusted down end refurbished
were to choose, I would
think along quite different

lines."

I1 1s no easy task
bringing 5A1113 singles to
the attention of the public,
because, for some reason,

the BBC have never put
one of the band's singles
on

their playllst until It's

made the Top 30.
At the mention of the
BBC, Alex expleles (If
there Is such a word).
then adds: 'I reckon the
BBC think we're always
at it, sending up all the
time
They seem to

by Ray

same smiles I'm not
really knocking it, but it
isn't rock 'n' roil. Rock 'n'
itoli Isn't about sameness.
It's about rebellion."
As u rocker, Alex Is
probably the oldest rebel
of the lot, but at the
moment he seems happy
to consolidate and take
stock of progress so far
rather than rush ahead
breaking new ground.
'The Penthouse Tapes'
has come about really

Fox-Cumming

cleaning process and the
band's live act for the

operate on the basis of
'such and such sold last
month so we'll play more
of the same thing', which
Is why everything seems
so repetitive
"When you watch 'Top
Of The Pops', everything
seems to be In the same
key, with the same chords
and everyone's got the

through

a

concerts "
W hat about America?
"We spent six months
there last year, which is
enough for the time being,
so we won't be going back
there until at least the end
of the

year."

Before the British tour
begins, the band will
more or less complete
work on the album they

spring
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want out in the Autumn.
It's an important one,
because It's going to be

moment Is being dusted
down and refurbished

imminently to be re

leased, the one called
The Penthouse Tapes'?
Why, for instance, is it
called 'The Penthouse
Tapes'?

b

perhaps the most coke.
slue we've made, but I
don't think we've gone
anywhere near as far as
we can In exploring that
direction. He mentions in
particular the track 'Take
Of The Giant Stone Easter', which could, to
his mind, be the starting
point of a big exploration
of primitive music.
That track was primitive in a way," he says,
"alit/sough tt was quite
complex. "

Prim 'five
"I'm very

fandnated

with primitive sound I
heard some amazing

music in Morocco around
Christmas where somebody would take up a

theme on nose flute and
then other people would
came along and keep It
going In relays,"
At the moment Alex Is

not enjoying recording

much since he's suffering
the effects of a persistent
flu bug that's dogged him
for a fortnight. He's
particularly hoping to be
be recovered fully for this
week however, when a
swish cocktail party Is
being held to launch the
new album- "I don't
know," he says, scratching a few days' growth of
beard, "maybe I should
buy a suit for the

occasion."

He grins
secretively The suit he's
thinking of Is no doubt
going to be just a wee bit
strange.

FIRST TIME HIT -SENSATIONAL NEW SINGLE
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NOT EVERYONE in the pop world Is
rolling in a million dollars. But the popular
myth surrounding all leading pop persons is
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that they're living a life of unashamed
luxury with a fleet of metallic Rolls Royces
and a palatial mansion somewhere in the
Sunnyslde Stockbroker belt.
Tell Kenny that
and they'd probably
spit in your eye with

Jan

IT

rage. For these

Iles

,

3

young things have

been earning about
the same wage as
Joe Bloggs at the
Sausage Factory.

o

C

w

Theirs is the perennial
story of a gullible teenage
band who were so Intent
on getting a toe in the
music biz door that when
they were offered 'what
appeared to be a fair,

fully realising the con-

more

It all began when

Immature schoolboy
bands and amateur

Kenny, rehearsing under
the name 'Chuff' in the
cold storage department
of a banana factory, were
discovered and then
asked by songwriters Bill
Martin and Phil Coulter
to promote their new
record, 'The Bump' on
Top Of The Pops.

bring out

a

41

CHRIS REOBURN: Court cese has taken a weight

Naturally Kenny came
to a point where they'd
had just about enough of
being first class dummies, and hard - up ones

at that. They were
finding It increasingly
more difficult to live on
'factory floor wages'.
"We earned about

last year in live
performances, but we had
such a lot of expenses on
the road, like supporting
our road crew, hotel bills
and so forth that we soon
found ourselves in debt.
"I remember talking
'aboúr our problems with
Mickey Most '(Martin and
Coulter were signed to
Mickey's company ,RAK)
and he agreed that we
couldn't even buy a
157,000

-

'

mind!
d

second hand Mint between us."
Yan took over the hot
seat: "We felt the only
thing to do was to take
legal action, so we went to
our solicitor and served
Martin and Coulter with a

Writ. They applied for an
injunction on our latest
single and also tried tc
prevent us using the
name Kenny, but the
injunction was turned
down,

"The day before the
final hearing Phil and Bill
decided they didn't want
no aggravation so we all
agreed to setUe it out of

court."

A
lot of unsavoury
remarks were raked up

esoteric

behind last

week's message, then
this week will be plain as
day. Stop changing
your mind at the last
minute, otherwise you

won't know whether

ARIES

you're coming or going.

(M arch 21 to'April 20)
For the birthday people
In

this

zodiac sphere.

doubts will set in
(maybe it's because
you're getting old7) and
you will feel incapable of
making snap decisions which is a pity. Why?
Well maybe someone.
somewhere will offer
you the chance in a

PISCES'
(Feb 18 to Match 20)
Everything in the backyard looks rosy, but his
safer. to Check behind
the bushes, 'cos there

better to be prepared for
heavy goings-on.

of the

"''a

lifetime, that's why(
Still, not to worry. April

,

looks, like being
mom% of change.

the

TAURUS
(April
If

21 to May 21)
you couldn't fully

Not to worry,'you won't"
be taking any long walks
off short piers.

GEMINI
(May

22 to

cheating

boys or something and
that he's treated us toe
well and given up a lot of

CANCER
(June 22to July 23)
People will be missing
you like crazy, but they
will be glad of just a lijtle
peace and quiet purely
to regain their sanity.
You might be feeling
glad to be away, but
that eager beaver brain
will be working overtime
because there's someone whom you fancy
chasing. Watch the
slopes, the slopes, the .

June 21)

If you feel like roaming
around spending nights
with the moonlighters.
and generally taking a
rough ride. why don't
you go ahead A bit of
back to nature or nature
back to back, as it were,
doesn't harm people like
you. Oh, and leave the
bike in the garage, that's

off his

'We couldn't even
buy a secondhand Mini
between us'
during the dispute and
Yan for one was rather
taken aback by Coulter's
SourC rapes reaction.
"He said he's had a
bellyfull of silly school-

LEO
(July 24 to August 23)

Beware of minor
accidents and people
tripping you up (accidentally on purpose).
You must be hawk eyed
and sharp as Jack
Daniels to be able to
keep ouna danger. But
knowing you jemmy

his time for us Well that
was unfair!" exclaimed

"Whenever we
worked with him he acted
like a superstar so much
so that sometimes we felt
we should ask for his
he,

autograph!"

Snides aside, Kenny

Leos, you'd fight yer
way odi of a tin of
sardines.

(August 24 to
tember 23)

Sep-

Keep

does

smiling,

it

become you. When
that mouth stretches
from ear to ear you stun
even the local moaner.
Meanwhile , . . while
everything looks rosy,
you'll be pleased
icheesel to know that a
rpd hot invite will be

your way,

complete well dreamy
admirer,

LIBRA
(September
October

'Phil

has a really strange sense
of humour. Me and him
would be roiling round the

studio floor with laughter
over somethln' and then
suddenly he'd stop, get up
and In all seriousness
shout SHUT UP, NOW
SHUT UP! Really weird.
Now they're hoping to
let even better (more
lucrative) good times
roll. They're, 'Puppets
Off A String'.
Obviously they aren't
going to be tied down to
any one songwriter, and,
their new, wise - owl
policy Is to Use whatever
good material they can
get.

Womble
"Ada mberry and

Craig, the guys who wrote
our latest single, are
going to be very big
someday, the biggest

songwriters

In

Britain

with green Rolls Royees
and BMWs," said Yan, A
statement which carried
a

crafty double

24

to

231

There's someone in that
who
big wide world
wants to get closer, But
they fear you might
karate chop any close

-

entendre "We met them
through a friend of ours, a
Womble actually (7) who
recorded one of their
singles, and we liked
relationship that might
happen.
Before you
rush off like a cat on e

hot tin roof don't forget
to have friends around.

VIRGO

coming

two."

Yan continued:

single

meaninb

pessimistic, but 'tis

i7

)

grasp the

and

,

1r

Dummies

break

morbid

_

"There's no denying that
Coulter's a great songwriter, he's very very
talented," admitted Rick.
What about Martin?
"Well really he's the
buslnesman, the hustler,

.

costs."

Phil Coulter was even

to sound

º-r,

writing expertise:

overseas we had to more
of less pay for its release
To top the lot we also had
to pay our own recording

Victorious Kenny are
ecstatic about the settlement, but Martin and
Coulter aye not. Martin
was reported as saying
that the settlement was a
"Heavy blow for the
music industry. Songwriters and Independent
record producers will now
have 'to think very hard

could be trouble alurking. We don't wish

;

"Our record royalties
were as low as you can get
without being non existent, said Yan, "and
world-wide royalties were
half as much again! I
mean, if we wanted to

All very

a

+c2y

still hold the highest
regard for Coulter's

,

4A

+

week,

much published dispute
they settled the matter out
of Court.
The band have been
freed from their contract
with Martin and Coulter
and are allowed to go on
using the name Kenny.
Recently they signed with
Polydor records and have
a new single out entitled'

"

N

jubilant as we chatted in
Polydor's offices last

Contract

before they give

now they're out for a pound -or two

management'.
But Kenny have got
what they deserve. And it
seems that everyone Is on
their side.
Yan Style and lead
singer Rick Driscoll both
looked relaxed and

They then signed a
contract with Martin and
Coulter, but the band
later realised that all was
not well.
Yan Style, lead guitar.
1st with Kenny put it: "All
this business never gave
us what we were due. "
Consequently they decided to karate chop their
connections with Martin
Sr
Coulter, and after a

to unknowns.

expildt when he told

reporters: "I've had a
bellyful) of little - talented

sequences.

roeey.

dtu><K

1

-

square deal to fame, they
grabbed It quick, without

'Hot Lips'.

,KU

SOM

If rill else fails go to

bed

with Superman- or The
Hulk

SCORPIO
(October 24 to
vember 221

No'.

Friends feel sorry for
you, others think you're
a plain end simple dumdum just because you're
mooning over a love
that isn't perfect by any
means. Give yourself a
treat and stop thinking
about the cad

SAGITTARIUS
(November

December 21)

23

to

You aren't that stupid
Whet we mean is you
can see through people
and are ready to distrut

What we heard, so . .
Although the new song
was the project of a

different set of brains Hot
Lips' undeniably sounds
like a lot of Kenny's other
hits

"We're playing safe",

Yan admitted," In three
or four months time our
new album will be In the
shops and there s a lot of
different stuff on that. A
few surprises too. We've
written most of the tracks
ourselves and we play on
all the tracks!"
A far cry from the days
(hopefully forgotten ones)
of 'The Bump' when
Kenny didn't even play on
the record,

Sickly

"OK,

we

were

a

manufactured band to
begin with," agreed Yan,
"In the beginning we
were sickly, well be-

haved, and presented
rather a plastic facade to
the

Press,

(he

smiled

toothily and put on a
Sunday's School voice),
Hello, we're Kenny, we're
going to be big. It was all

ukk k,"
But didn't they think
that even today their
image was pure Innocence?
"Well we are a rather
light - hearted band",
reckoned Rick. '_Everyone imagines us to be
quite pathetic, but we do
play our Instruments, and
play them very well, and
we do come up with the
occasional good song. But
the trouble is, TV doesn't
do credit to our singles."
them and more or loss
curse at them under
your breath.

CAPRICORN
(December

22

January 21)

to

Now that you've sorted
out your heart.' thrown
out the rubbish of your
mind, and come to
terms with reality you
can start to mend those
threadbare humouroua
streaks and have a
giggling binge.

AQUARIUS
Uanuary
ary 17)

22

to Febru-

If bosses are forcing you
to walk the plank, and if
the naggers are in fug
swing, just turn around,
give them the lip, the
mighty wing whip and
cut them up with

words
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Interview by Ray Fox-Cumming
NOBODY KNEW David Cassidy was even
contemplating coming
at Britain, then suddenly , here he was.

"Yes," says he, 'It was a sneak attack this time .
Nobody in the
record company knew I was coming. I arrived
on the Monday and
even 1 didn't know I was coming until Friday."
Nevertheless,
when he got to London Airport there were
about 50 girls waiting
for him.
"I really don't know how they do it,"
a baffled
Cassidy. 'They always seem to know whatconfesses
know myself. I think they must apend their Ito doing before I
lives sleeping at the

airport."

Now, of 'Course, they
all know he's here and
there are tittle clusters

circling the hotel
where he's staying The
of fans

security
would

arrangements

appear water-

tight, but one

girl

managed to give the
whole system the slip
and was discovered
wandering around the
hotel's corridors In the
early hours of the
morning: When challenged she said: "All I
wanted to do was have a
peep at him sleeping, "
It's roughly two years

of mine and find that all
they can do Is listen to
other people screaming.
I want an audience
that's coming to listen to
music -and I know that
rm going to have to wall
a while before I can gel
it
maybe a year,
maybe slightly less. "
At the moment, David's
prime interest Is in
writing and recording.
He has a new album
'Home Is Where The
Heart Is' out next week
and a single from It, the

-

Paul and Linda

McCartney song 'To-

since Cressldy

last

morrow',

here.

he's

time.

appeared in concert
Since then

kept a very low profile
and made music that's
scarcely aimed at his
younger fans, but still
they haven't forgotten
him.
"I , wouldn't like to
tour again," he says,
"But i would Ilke to do a
concert, not in a football
stadium or any thing like
that, but in a hall that
was built specially with
music and musicians in
mind.

"However,

I

don't

want the situation where
people come to a concert

has already
been In the shops some

I'll

It doesn't go,

another."

It

put out

really quite
Clever of David to Ilnd a
good McCartney song
that wasn't already too
well - known. "Yes," he
grins, "I thought it was
quite clever too, because
to my mind, it's one of
was

the beat songs he's ever

written and

on the

sleeve notes for the
albumI wrote 'thanks to
every other artist who
didn't have the good
sense to cut It'

.

r

-

"

David's admiration

for McCartney

Is

bound-

less and he speaks of

him with envy. "Theso
and
so's just so

prolific He's got every-

Promotion
"The single," ex

plains David, "Is part of
the reason why I'm

It came out
without anybody know.
Ing about It.
didn't
know, the President and
V lee - President of RCA
didn't know either
There was no promotion
or any thing lined up and
here.

1

so maybe that's why It

hasn't done anything.
"This week it's gone
on the BBC playllst,
which Is hopeful, and
perhaps the fact that
I' m here may help, but 11

thing. Did you know
that when they called
and asked him to write
'Live And Let Die' for
the Bond movie, he'd got
the song finished 20
minutes after putting
the

phone

down?

lie

kept qulel'for a fortnight
before telling them it

was ready

though,

because he reckoned
that II he told them he'd
done the song after only
20 minutes they'd have
thought Itcouldn't have
been much good."
On the subject of his
new album, David says:
"I think It's better than
the last one. That was a

ul

+

t
therapy and it was very
saUrlcal, very tongue In - check. This new one
Is better produced and
the songs I wrote are the
best I've ever written

"I

finished the albu

a couple of months ago

though,
I'm
raring to get on with the
next one."
What, already?
so

now

_r

"Well, we don't start
recording it until May "
In the Summer there's
a possibility that David
may do a film. "I've
turned down a lot of

schlock films Ia the past,
but now I've read a
screenplay I think is
very good, It's just a
question now of finding
out whether can work
1

1.

/

á

.9
1
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height of his teenscream
days. The quick neo
vous energy has gone
and so have the much
written about spots that
were a side effect of it
He looks relaxed and
healthy. He says Its
going to take Ume to
achieve everything he
wants to but he's got the
patience. If people think

that by disappearing
from live work he's
"doing a Bowie", then
good luck to them.
He doesn't care either
If

people criticise him

for nicking Pilot's

'January' to put on his
album "In England it

may seem strange for
me to have done It when

they had a hit with it not
so very long ago, but in

the States nobody'd
heard the song. They
only had a hit with
'Magic'.

"I

i'

loved the song -and
I heard it, but
when it came to the time
when I wanted to record
It somebody had stolen
soon as

my

copy of

their

version, so I had to put It

together from memo

When choosing mate-

rial

tl.
tt

r

,

record, David
relles on friends and
associates to bring him
tracks they think would
be suitable. "I don't gel
to hear a lot of stuff off
my own bat There are
certain people though
whose albums I will
always listen to even If
they aren't always very
good
people like
James Taylor, Jackson
Browne, Joni Mitchell
to

-

with the director OK. If
I think I can, I'll do It. if
not, I won't.
"I've been wanting to

doa film fora long time.
Alter all. I did start out

actor and, without
being -humble, I think
I'm good,"
Much as he wants to
make a film though,
David Is determined not
as an

to rush into it. "People
are only too happy with
the idea of having me in

their films because.

good or bad they think
make us some

'he'll

money'. I don't want -to
make a mistake."
David Cassidy today
is

quite

character

a

different
from the

person he was in the,

and

Nell Young.

They're the poets of our

time."

He doesn't view the
charts, particularly the

with much
enthusiasm. "For a
start, I'm fed up with all
that black disco jive
Half of It is played by
whites anyway and
most of it is just a cop of
singles,

a cop of a cop.

"So much of the music
around now is totally

redundant,

I

know

nothing can be original
anymore, but . .
What do you mean
'nothing can be original'?
"I mean It's impos
sible to write a tune that
hasn't been written

before."
I don't believe you.
"It's true. Princetown
University has offered
100,000 dollars to anybody who writes a new
tune
and they haven't

paid out yet.

Thief
"My own songs are

usually pretty

corn-

mercial and written
around hooks 1 never
deliberately steal a hook
or anything else from
other people, but I am a
subconscious thief. If I
find, once I've finished a
song, that something In
it sounds too much like
something of somebody
else's, then I change it,
or," he adds with a sly
smile, "disguise it "
Apart from his own

work, David would like
to produce records for
other people, "Although
I
haven't the Ume to

commit myself completely to anyone else's
career- I certainly
wouldn't want to pro
duce Just any old
schlock artist" His
converstalon on this
particular day was

much peppered with the
word 'sehlOek'The artist he'd most
the

like to produce given
chance would be Little

Richard, "He's great

mean,

Little Richard. Remem
ber'LongTall Sally'?"
One wonders how

David feels about

watching his half brother Shaun now
embarking on the kind
of career that David had
to start with'
"It's hard to know if
he Is In for the same kind
of thing, but he's bound
to get rubblshed to hell
simply because he Is my

brother At the moment.
he's only 17 and how
good can you be at 17? It
lakes time. I Just think
it's kind of a pity," he
adds as diplomatically
as possible, "that they
want him to make the
kind of records that they
do want him to make."
There's a pause, the he
says. "I may produce a
record for him myself,

though it probably

wouldn't be what his

management are look-

ing for, "
At this point the wife
a guy who's come
along with David on the
British trip comes into
the room, She says she's
had trouble with the
of

security. "They thought.
I was trying to tell them
I was your wife." she
tells David.

"Really?" Says

"isn't it a pity

he,
we see so

little of each other. Well,

my dear wife, shall we
go Into the other room

fora while

,

.

.
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Discoscene
Musical Services
LYRICS WANTED by
music publishing house 11

St Albans Avenue, London, W4.
LYRIC WRITERS re

COLOUR
CHANGER

qulred by recording

company. Detallo (sae):
Robert Noakes. 30 Sneyd
Hall Road, Bloxwich,
Staffordshire.
EARN MONEY Songwriting Amazing free
book tells how
LSS
10/11 Ir) Dryden Chambers, 119 Oxford Street,
London WI. 6í4p stamp.

'Direct from
Manufacture?
A light effects

A complete set of 20 dll ferent
colour gels at C1 00 Intl, post.
Quickly Interchangable In the
unit to create FANTASTIC
VARIETY of colour effects

l

Mobile Discos
STON ESOUN

in your own

8 Sunny Place, Sunny Gardens Road.
London N W 4,

657 7540.

50.1D11

all Immediate,members of the new:

SCRATCH DISC JOCKEY CLUB
'TOP 50' AMERICAN JINGLE CASSETTE
MEMBERS' BENEFITS INCLUDE:-

usually £9.50

Posta Orderer Cheque

SCRATCH MANAGEMENT.
HAYES MIDDLESEX
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The

CRUSADER,
a
studio quality stereo unit
incorporating all the normal features required for
professional
use
dos tencltoe
and
orgono.nucalN
destgnod control panel, Garrard 86 SB Ms It
as
standard, 2 mc inputs, 2 stereo airs Inputs, Iaveob,
autolade- stereo Cueamp. LED signal nd,Caturs on each
fader; '3 Cue methods, pre lade level
comparator
system, stereo out put VU meters,
Write or phone for lunnet details or call un for a
demonstratInn

it
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DJ IMPROVEMENT COE RSES RADIO COURSB
JINGLES SERVICE RA DIO AUDITION TAPES
722 Rlt,1.

CROYDON

CISO

sl R°miA.d

Rogar Squire Studios

2-LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD

systems from around

-

DISCO MIRROR the D.J. monthly
is now available on annual
subscription only

pooh.
nnlrosep

C72 so

SWIFT EUCTR0N16
to toe S,,.. FL
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50

Way,

Chorlev. Lancs. Tel: 736%

month'. PAP
WING BINS. 15' with 2 boom MOW (199 a pear, 2 a 12- Wtn
Poro 200W 214.5a pair 2 a
without horn. 200W only t,9.
pair
TUUP BINS' 2 a
200W duel concentric r1W a me Sa
103W dual concentric O7 a pelt
HORNS RSC Horns wither use ovum nae peer. Twin Cele,Uon
Horne with cram avers L734 peh
LIGHTING 0.a10 Tutor re with lens 166 All attachments
mailable Also Rope LI,M.. Strobe. Wheels Camino, and
Fog Machines
'
DISCO UNITS. New duelk. FA.L Si Soundours D.E.
El.ctronice legend NewM...lways es Hoek
2nd HAND BARGAINS DJ. Creenon,c. Mk 2
Sounaout fir
ros Seundout IV 07S 2 JOE bins (150 pelt SN,eo Newham
Audio MOO r10W Soundout Steve 00.

around (170. Brand new,
fully guaranteed disco

,'SSCharlberf St.Lot,don.5W6 GIN. Tel. 01

Y-

1200.
Many other bargains always available at

SOUND 1
--LIGHT CENTRE

Roger Squire's Disco

-

Our Northern Agents are.
11 Melrose

Light Entertainment,

Specter this

- Second
hand disco systems from

London 01-272

(LEEDS)
Is (1.M *clam)

061-831

IN ADDITION to our ever
popular tailor-made Jingles we can now offer,
special Jock ID's to put
Impact behind your name
harmonised by a group of
leading American jingle
singers and professional
session musicians. Top
studio quality at low coat
Just phone your name
and check direct to

Our M7d/and Ag'cnrs ere.

Sound Gig, 112 Lichfield Street
Walsall WS 1 1 SZ. Tel: 31631

OM No Mu ...Mc Mom
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Lighting Equipment
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HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN A DJ?

HIT
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(Yorkshire) Halifax 67600
(office).
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
-8079149.
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE

- 807 9149,
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WI PROVE
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SOUNDS

ROAD SHOW/STAGE NAME.
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Disco

ADDRESS

.P.

s
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8079149.
INCREDIBLE

-

!Whether

its.

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE

NAME

equipment throughout.
industry,

permanently in Clubs or used by mobile 0.1's
up7W'EMINSTER consoles form the centre of a complete.
system, capable of handling and mixing signalse
sound
from microphones PU's or any auxiliary Inputs required

,

- 01-

-807 9149.

HIGH STREEt, NARLINGTON,
Pnpne 01.1591061

of audio and lighting
She entertainment

,

9433.

tm-
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-DOUBLE
8079149.
R DISCO for all
occasions - 01.952
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
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Monthly SCRATCH newsletter
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Hints Es Tips for your roadshow, Group
containing
and record.tnformanon, etc., etc,, etc. * Membership
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Regular disco orientated pre-release singles,
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Discounts on disco equipment for members
* DJ
discount on all SCRATCH Jingle Tapes
SCRATCH stickers
information and advisory service.
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DISCO PAGE
North

BIDDU ORCHESTRA:
'Rain Forest' (Epic EPC

prodding

young Jock

brass, this

beautiful almost Santanalsh rhythm throbber is an

television Images onto the
equivalent Of a cinema
screen-the type of system
that was such a success at
the recent Disco Forum In

York.
Disco North

New

Is

being

held at the Liverpool
Centre Hotel, Lord Nelson
Street, Liverpool L3 5UQ,
and will be open between
mid -day and 9.00 pm
(9.30 pm m Tuesday),
entrance Is tree to NADJ
members and by programme at 50p to the
general public.
The grand opening
ceremony will be performed at 1.00 pm on
Monday by Phil Easton.
DJ with Radio City, and
other personalities from
the Liverpool commercial

show

Radio City will be
broadcasting live from
U

their stand.)
As well as the many
major equipment manufacturers and suppliers
who will be exhibiting
their wares, most disco
orientated record com-

panies will be represented by their promotion
people. Although only
Atlantic and Creole have
taken stands, the other
companies' pluggers will
be making themselves
conspicuous amongst the
crowds and will be on the
lookout for DJs on (and
off?) their mailing lists.

Disco Mirror and

Record Mirror & Disc will
also have a stand, where
hope to be able to press
flesh with anyone mug
enough to come by and
say "Hi"! So, see you
there!
1

4

'RADIO', Medium Wave Band (Spark)
'LiVIN' IN THE SUNLIGHT', Geoff Muldaur
(Reprise)
'STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT, Bette Midior
(Atlantic)
YOU SEE THE TROUBLE WITH ME', Barry

5

White (20th)
'BLIMP BOUNCE

I

3

brash and brassy 1957
MICHAEL ZAGER P. treatment of the tune
THE MOON BAND: 'Do currently out by the Mills
It With Feeling' (Landon Brothers is an adrenalln
II St 10521). Ex -Ten rush of excitement Oh
Wheel Drive, Zager gets a yeah' JITTERBUG PICK
great funky chant thing SYD LAWRENCE ORgoing with a big bouncy CHESTRA: 'Pennsylvania 6.5000' (Philip,.
beat.
GEORGE & GWEN 0008510). Nice clean
McCRAE: 'Let's Dana, recreation of the Glenn
Dance, Dance' (President Miller hit, and ditto for
PR 451). Standout cut the 'String Of Pearls' flip
from their album. this SAILOR: 'Girls, Girls,
exuberant fast happy Girls' (Epic EPC 3808).
dancer Is a stone gas that Jolly street busker sound.
ends up by quoting from POP PICK

BOOGIE', Asleep At The
I'. Mills Bros (MCA )/Ted Heath

Wheel (Capitol)
7

8
9

to

'OPUS NO.

(Deem)
'TW ISTIN' THE HOOD, Joe Loss (Deleted HMV)
'TILE IIUCKLEBUCK', Royal Showboat (Irish

EMI)
THERE'S A KI ND OF HUSH', Carpenters (A&M)
'I'LL BE SEEING 1OU, Jeff Evans (US

Grandstand)
BREAKERS
I

2

3

'I'VE GOT YOU UNDER MY SKIN', Frank Sinatra
(Reprise)
'MIGHTY HIGH', Mighty Clouds Of Joy (ABC)
'BAD LUCK', Atlanta Disco Band'( US Scorpio)

import PSIS
PETER FR.AMPTON:

'Show Me The Way'
(A&M AM 1795). Taken
from his States - shaking
'Frampton Comes Alive'
LP, this Is me of the
numbers on which he
bends the guitar notes by
using a Talkbox core
fleeted to his mouth. An
incredibly effective sound

results, which

a

z .a1

O Q

a

(Deena F 13828). The soul

dominates the otherwise
normally sung happy toe-

tapper.

GRAHAM CENTRAL
Jam'
STATION: 'The
(Warner Bros WBS 8175)
Burbling organ -driven
rhythm and plenty of
complicated convoluted

funk, with only scanty
vocals in funny accents.

Undisputed Truth.

Temptations, Yvonne
Fair, Miracles, Marvin

and Diana and others.
including the LP -length
versions of 'Keep On

terrific modern bouncy

rhythm pushed along by
some great synthetic
noises and Walker's
wailing sax.
BRECKEII BROTHERS
BAND: 'Keep I1 Steady

(Brecker Bump)';
'Grease Piece':
Wanna Boogie

'If

You

It' Arista
(LP
Forget Back'
'Back To
ARTY 131), A hurdler,
bouncy (tinker, and

a
a

tricksy slower vocal

lunker from the brassy
band's US hit album,
which I find a bit boring.
JOE SIMON:1 Need You,
You Need Me' (Pdydor
2048049), Stomping semi.
hustler
TYRONE DAVIS: 'TurnBR
here months ago before ing Point' (Bruswick
31). Great Beat for black
beefy
this
success,
its US
clubs.
Australian Pop stomper
Your
will be good If It's a hit T11F. TYMES: 'OnlySlickly
this time. and may have Love' (RCA 2490).
skipping hustler.
Northern appeal

l

:

TUNE IN

11

lÍ
Film

SUCCESS IN

last Friday night, Radios
Trent. Hallam. Piccadil

THE VALLEY
THE START of Thames Valley Radio 210
last Monday was a resounding success, for
all concerned.

ly, City and Pennine got
together at the Snake Inn
on the top of the Pennines
for an evening of wine,
women and song .
the
ex -Caroline disc jockey

With a disc jockey line up Including Paul Hollingdale
and Allan Simons (ex -Caroline) the station -was flooded
out with guest artists dropping In to chat. to the

Don Stevens has departed
for the Peace Ship, and
his wife is due to follow . .

listeners,
The best news of all for
the Reading station, was
w hen u phone call from
RCA said that David
Cassidy had just landed

Caroline in the next few
weeks Is the ex -Radio
Atlantis jock. Dave Johns

GUESS THE FACE

would the station Hite him
to call-ln for a chat, He
stayed at the station for
an hour, and police
officers had to be called
up to control the mass of
screaming girls who
wanted to catch a glimpse
of their heroRoger Whittaker, Diane
Solomons, Mary Hopkln,

.1

11111

nadir,

However, It wasn't all

The IBA engineering
department has tad to
send out a letter

Radio
regarding Interfering

Luxembourg
With the medium wave
output of the station, and
vice versa. The two

stations are onlydial,a

channel apart on the
the minimum allowed In
Europe.

ters last week down at

Crawley -Court near

Winchester was quite an
eye opener. The staff
were being shown a film,
Walt Disney's 'The Three

Goodness 0úr the last

Guess The Face contest
gate us a few laughs
Some of you thought it
was Simon Dee, some
Tony Blackburn. and one
even suggested It was

Jimmy Savdlr with dyed

the
hair. Any a ay, Dell

answer was Alan
The winner is as Michael
Worthington of Westward
hoe Now for this week's
teaser Answers to Guess
the Face (3), Tune In,
Record Mirror & Doc, t,
Brawell Road. Holloway,
London N7 TAT

KNOCK ON WOOD
2, Ks'gentSL, London
from March 18.
little
mare
Mon
a lavish vehicle for
'MAHOGANY' Is
Ilium Ross, sheer gloss. Diana Ross portrays a
backstreet girl with starry ey ed visions of the big time.
She works in a big store os a secretary, and goes to a
design evening clams.
Into this story of her
rise In the fashion world Is
woven an m
off love
story. Billy Dee WlUlanm
plays the boyfriend, an
aspiring negro politician.

MAHOGANY': Cert. AA. Plans

and a pig headed
chauvinist one at that.
who would rather his lady
put her taleata to help him

win campaigns, than
parade around with the
rip-off merchants of the
tarlatan world..

Crawley Court, at the
front of the modern
building is a large fish
pond crammed full of
goldfish Apparently a
heron has caught on to the
Idea of these tasty

and has been
devouring the fish-, A f5
reward Is being offered
for anyone who catches
the bird)
morsels,

The voice of Dave

Eastwood, former Picca-

dilly Radio DJ, can
Currently be heard -on
Liverpoops Radio City.

'

But she is attracted by

Pigs'! Obviously .with 'the lure of fashion and
Thames Valley Radio goes oft to Roane with
now- on air paying their photographer Sean (An
transmitter rental, the ebony Perkins), where
IBA can afford such she gains much attention
luxuries ... For those of
you who don't know

Hello and Barbara

good news for the station

Expected oul on

A visit to the IBA's
engineering headquar-

In the country at
Heathrow Airport, and

those who also managed
to call In to help the
station on Its way,

Party time hints from Ron W ylie ( Road Ruffner Dlsons:
Grlan.by)i after a mixture of Twist, Conga, Gay.
Gordma, 'Sinwn Says', 'Y Viva Espana', Hokey CokeS
and Knock Up, Ron asks if everyone's hot "Yes!"
then he says he's going to play something special to
help 'em cool off... going straight into
Stripper. I
(David Rote's version (MGM) le best
two copies are
useful to keep it going while Shirley Rasary's 'Big
Spender' (UA) Is a great follow-on ) Alternatively,
Ran says that only clever people rim, do the next dance,
which needs all the genulse, to form a large
circle
holding hands. Be then plays 'Ring A Ring A Rows'
(from static.' disc) afrddat routs of )ally laughter.
Hobe hol

plus

1

f

Dickson were among

star tip

SAILOR:loll y

group go MoR on a
usefully straight veralca,
of Cole Porter's wittily
naughty 'Ltthuanlans and
Letts do It' ditty. Ella
Fitzgerald does It more
slyly though!
DIANA ROSS: 'Love
Hangover' (1.1' 'Diana
Ross' Tamla Motown
STML 12022). After a
slower first few minutes
actually sung by Di, the
7:48 track suddenly perks
up Into a bubblingly beaty
Instrumental disco romp
that's all the rage In New
York and thnvey Island.
JOHN PAUL YOUNG:
'Yesterday's Hero' (Private Stack PVT 49). Out

STML 12018). Holland
Bros instrumental with a

a.

)71[11

.

-

BLOODSTONE: 'Let's
Dolt (Let's Fall In love)'

Truck In' and 'Forever
COMMODORES, JACK. Came Today'. Excellent
other disco hits.
ANDREA TRUE CON SON 5, EDDIF. MEND for DJs who want a slow
pint! DISCO PICK
SECTION: 'More, More, RICKS, ETC: 'Motown
More' (Buddah RIDS 442). DiscoTech 2' (LI' Tamin IIARPTONF.S,5 SATINS,
PARAGONS, HUBS,
STML
12019).
Motown
In
At last starting to chart
the States, this monoto- Third In their DiscoTech ETC: 'Doowop Doownp'
nously nagging US disco line, this album segues (LP DIM DJSLM Ma).
smash by a deadpan - (very well) a mixture of Never before on one UK
voiced New York actress Motown material from LP have so many true
has a rhythm that's just '73/74/75 by those named classlca Of this 'SOs vocal

-

e

spot

(Deers F 19629). Coupled
with the catchy clapping
'Hot Toddy' from '53, this

PICK

(It Is still uncertain

ten
2

''t

SCOOBIDOOBIDDU!

ever -evolving delight.
I've been having great one notch of variable
fun making it even longer turntable speed above
by mixing two coplea Donna Summer. A Tom
together. The flip will Moulton mix, of course!
please many too, as it's TED HEATH 'Opus I'

SPECIAL DEMONSTRATIONS of video for
discos will be amongst the star attractions
at the NADJ-run Disco North exhibition in the much -demanded 'ExLiverpool this Monday and Tuesday, March odus', an archetypal
22/23.'
'disco' sound. DISCO
station will be visiting the
TVL Distributors Ltd
will be showing the CV3
"Super -Screen" video
projection system, which
beams giant colour

group style been avail JON .A LEW'IF.! 'PICKY
SON
able. One outstanding (tack Sue' (Mon
rarity Is the Rainbows' 2040). l.oulslana-lovinetg
plus
lot
the
throws
1955
Lewitt
Lee'
the
'Mary
group included Marvin all he's got Into this great
Gaye, Billy Stewart and piano rockln' boogie.
Dm Covay, and man do Fantastic full sound,
they wall Not normal bopping rhythm.
disco fodder maybe, but JR. WALKER:
try a track Instead of the lame What You GotDon'
(LP
Stylistics in your smooch 'lint Shot' Tºmla Motown

new spins

Lushly arranged
with sweeping strings and
4004).

as a model.
The boyfriend Is none
too pleased about all Nis,
joins her in Rome and
tries to talk her out of ber
life of luxury with the in-

crowd, but laab.

She finally gem her
moment of glory with her
designs, but realties that
success means nothing
without having seameme
you love to share H with.

AM!

~-

Michael Masser's
sic scare gives the game
away as to when Lockport
the romance.
Diana Ross's perform.

1)
DIANA ROSS
unee would not be that
memorable except that
she is rarely out of
camera. Regrettably it it
not as goad as 'The Lady"Sings The Blues', but nor
Is the story.
By Mc way, if you are

wondering where the

film's title come* from.

she is called Mahogany
by Sean who sees her as
"dark, rich and beautiful '. It could also stand

fora w rsod.'n film.
DAVID BROWN
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trade in your old disco foe
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and be king of the road!
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SPEAKERS,

CONSOLS.

DISCO

PROJECTORS, SOUND TO LIGHT, SEQUENCERS,
MICROPHONES. FUZZ LIGHTS, LIGHT BOXES, SPOT
BANKS. DIV DISCO GEAR, COOKIE CABS,
ROPELIGHTS, JINGLES FOG MACHINES
SEE FOR
YOURSELF AT DISCO NORTH STAND 23.

Roger Squirs5
NOW OPEN IN
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TWO YEARS ago the Detroit Emeralds, a string of hits to their
credit, seemed set to become one of THE great soul groups. real
challengers to the Stylistics, the Spinners and other brand leaders.
Suddenly it all ended among a flurry' of disputes between the
members, their record company and anyone else involved. Result:
No new records and a trip back to relative obscurity, though their
reputation here in Britain still held strong enough to
warrant

regular visits.

Now the Emeralds are

poised

previous experience as
lead singer of a group.
"Joe had been with an
outfit called the Ravens,
no, not the oldies' group of
that name, and Larry had

for the big

comeback, or rather Abe
Tillman and his new
partners Joe Anderson
and Larry Rice are.
"We're now negotiating

Kevin
Allen

led his own Rice and
Company group. "
The new iineup did
have a couple of releases
on Westbound: "But they

different

with several

by

companies, a couple of
them here in Britain, to
buy out our old West
bound contract and give
us a new start," an
excited Abe Tillman told
me.

didn't

get any real
promotion." It was all a
bit of an anti -cl Imax after

Emeralds:, [lbum pick
Reset and

polished

what about his
brother Ivy and the other

Abe has Just finished
song and
the other guys are writing
too: "We've got enough
good material for at least

Fellow Dettolters Joe
Anderson and Larry Rice
have been working with
Abe Tillman ever since
the split: "I reckon it's a

much stronger group
because each of us had

r

Abe,

"Yeah, we're just walling
for that new recording
deal so we can really get
back Into business."

DETROIT EMERALDS: backinto business
fighting to get UK release ( Polydor 'Lie22M0)
rights and the subsequent Glasgow missing out
burst of cover versions, badly on visits from
l'ye have picked up Eddle touring US soul acts
day
Drennon's 'let's Ito The Al Green's three
:nun Bustle' (Pyc Inter- visit now brought forward
national 25702) which has to early May because of
already been a monster clash with has Vegas
Gill Scott
commitments... hot UA
on import
heron set for a longer act Brass Construction
return tour in June July being rushed in for a short
with TV appearances promotional tour... new
the hotly album scheduled to tie in
included
with Bob Marley and the
rated Ras Michael And
The Sons Of Negus ethnic Wailers' proposed June
Main
reggae team are due for
an April tour here Ingredient's lead singer
according to Grounauon Cuba Gooding working as
Records' boss Junior a producer for RCA group
.
.
Wigan Family Affair
Lincoln
Jackson Five name lag
Casino's newly instituted
"Oldies Ail Nighters" being owned by Motown,
reportedly doing very. the outfit wllll record for
welcome re - Epic as the Jackson
well
Jerry
issue from Polydor of lee Family
Dursey's superb but Butler's debut Motown
overlooked on. firit ce' album has been set for
March / April release.
lease 'Yes We Can' album
.

.

-

Iter

TOP MOTOWN producer
Norman Whitfield has left

-

r`umours
the company
are of a new contract with

Warner Bros. That other
erstwhile Motown prod

scion genius Johnny
Bristol has moved from
51GM to Atlantic for his
own recordings while still
having a deal to produce
other artists for Columbia
. funk ;jazz sa.i - man

Donaldson has

switched from Blue Note
17

stopped

of
convictions"
because

William

definite

-

recording
"religious
Curtis

Mayfield producing

Aretha Franklin for the
soundtrack music of the

.
movie Sparkle
Dooley Siiverspoon could
well make It over here
with his Northern sounding Game Players (Sev.

tile)

.

.

.

.

Power

Exchange have rush

released an ace Canadian
cover version of Theme
From S. W. A. T. by the

ultra

Orchestra

funky THP
(Power Ex

change PX214) while the

original rather bland

version of the TV show
therm by Rhythm Heritage on ABC seems
already in, for UK chart

action... after all the in

wrote all 10 cuts,
produced and co -

arranged the album and,
of course, sang it and the
sum tolnl of all those
multi talents la pure
entertainment, which, after all, is the name of the

Jackson and

game

VARIOUS ARTISTS.
'The Best Of Okeh' (Epic
EPC 812:1).
In Northern Soul circles
the t)keh label is held In
almost as much awe as
Ric Tic / Golden World
but. this sampling of the
company's output (which
never, Incidentally had
Its own label Identity over
beret contains enough
variety to please any soul
fan whose tastes are for
vintage material.

similar tone and sense of

sound well

together," said

...

.

suit

.

.

.

Get it from the
real thing
Get it from

`CHILD'
Buk Records

.

.

sincerity.
The man's work with
the Impressions brought,
him to Curtis Mayfleld's
Curtom label and they've
called on the services of
some very well - known
session men. Phil Up
church's guitar playing is
in fine mettle, keyboard
man Rich Tufo plays with
Immaculate taste and
bass - player Lucky Scott

?..T.
es.

There are

Temptations, and the
Originals, and the label

has just issued a UK set on

contemporary bluesman
Luther Allison . . . the
New Orleans' Jazz and
Heritage Festival set for
s -IM April
will feature
such luminaries as Fats
Dominh Albert King,.
Muddy Waters, the Staple
Singers, Harold Melvin
and the Blue Notes and
.
Bobby "Blue" Bland

..

Motown currently pro.
during a two hour TV
documentary on ragtime
ntaestro Scott Joplin for
NBC TV . . , new Donna
Summers' album Love
Trilogy, recorded sin
Munich's Muslcland Shp
dios, rush released in the
States on the Oasis label,
but no UK release vet set .

l

r`^ j ,/f

ED TOWNSEND: multi talented

(

%

-

igips

11"j°

pl`

,

lw "

`

--.

91-11

a

tew

surprising omissions, like
Billy Butler's 'The Right
Track' but all of the le
cuts Included have real
collectors' value and
present a wide vista of
black American styles of
the Sixties from till
raucous neo -funk blues
of Johnny 011s's- 'The
Watts Breakaway' to the
very pop slanted 'Um.
Um, Urn, Urn, Um, Um,'
by Major Lance.

lays down all the right
lines alongside Quinton
Joseph's never over stated drumming.
If there Is any weak news
at all it is in some of the

New sets are also on the
way from Diana Ross, the

Finger

Writes'and a couple of the
others more than makes.."
up for this. Townsend

singer, he does -possess a
rich, warm, mellow voice
which though It might
lack the range of Brook
Benton does have a very

three albums so we're
more than ready to get
back Into the studios,"
said Abe.
For their Current UK
tour the Emeralds have
brought over their own
five -piece backup band:
"A cojaple of the guys
have been with me since
the days of the original
group so I reckon we've

got our

'The Moving

himself under lavish
hiding arrange
defect
menus, Not a great

writing his 42nd

bought out their claim on
the name so there aren't
any problems in that
direction. As far as
friendship goes we get on
fine now, It's just that our
business interests grew
into conflict, yeah, I s1111
see them, after all, Ivy is
my brother! "

material, a few of the
songs lacking any great
melodic content, but the
sheer class of 'If You
Can't Take Me Higher.'

others.
Unlike most producers
turned artist. Townsend
finds no need to bury

group.

ortglnal Emerald James
Mitchell who had also
continued working as a
rival Emeralds after the
split: "Well, l eventually

to Atlantic while
De Vaughan has

Chuck

the four hit albums and 10
hit sin!les of the original

So

Lou

EDTOWNSEND: 'Now'
((kirtom K.'wllso)
As the sleeve of this
album proudly proclaims
for those who didn't know,
Ed' Townsend has been
the producer / writer of
such memorable classics
as Marvin Gaye's 'Let's
Get It On,' The Impressions' 'Finally Got Myself
Together' and recordings
by the Main Ingredient,
Dee Dee Warwick, Brook
Renton, Maxine Brown,

fYr/
,9 jib

:V
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PART FIFTEEN: Eddie Cochran

by
W axle

Maxie

'Í"

THREE
STEPS TO

,

Airport for the flight
home to La Angeles at
the end of a highly
successful 13 - week
British tour that had
Included a television
ABC
appearance

r

V'
Te

Others in the car were
Gene Vincent, songwriter Sharon'Sheeley,
and the driver. The car

burst

Crashed

from pelvic and back
Ink, /leis.

Died

Eddie, with severe
head and back injuries
died on the operating
table without regaining

consciousness- He was
buried In Forest Lawns

Cemetery, Glendale,

-

California the funeral
with a simple graveside
service took place on
Monday, Apr1125, 1880
Despite his death at
the age of 22, Eddie
Cochran has not been
forgotten. Every day of
the week, every month
of the year, the fans

-

-

-

C

tyre near

post
Gene Vincent, 25,
suffered a fractured
Collar bone; Sharon
Sheeley, 20, suffered

I

-

a

and
Chlppenham
into a cement

HEAVEN

EDDIE COCHRAN Is the one Rock 'n' Ron
singer that Everyonk. has heard at. His
nationwide hits ('tmon Everybody',
'Sumnarame Blues', and 'Three Steps To
(leaven') have ensured that
Eddie was born on October 3,
in Oklandma City. He was the youngest of five
children, and shortly after his 1938
birth the Cochran family moved to Albert Lea.
Minnesota, and then to Buena Park.
California,
where he grew up.
His Interests included all outdoor sports,
hunting and fishing. Eddie was
a sturdy young man, just two Inches under especially
six
feet,
with dark brown hair and pleasant
blue eyes His volee was crisply resonant.
He was very good
natured, considered
then, I guess, that
Cochran Brothers himself forgetful and
wanted to be a
who, Incidentally, were
Impulsive, and once
professional Rock 'n'
Eddie and his cousin,
said his most flight'
Roll singer",
Hank.
ening experience was
Eddie
played
bass,
But he became a
the time he fell into a vat
drums, guitar, plano,
household name on the
of cider
"I had one
saxaphone,
and
ukelele,
'label In 1957
Liberty
helluva hangover, I had
wrote songs and sang
with a very successful
swallowed- so much '
them
In
that
sexy
so
record;
successful, In
cider that I imagined it.
Cochran manner that
fact, that it shot to the
might squirt ául of my.
made young girls think
top of the American
ears!"
his eyes were quietly
charts. The the of the
Eddle's first public
undoing their under.
record was 'Slttln' In
appearance at the
clothes.
The Balcony '
Southgate Town Hall In
His second record,
1953 caused nothing less
'Mean When I'm Mad',
Cousin
than a sensation
was also a massive
complete with screamHis first recordings seller. This was followIng fans
and he
'Mr Fiddle,' 'Tired A
ed by 'Drive In Show',
received an offer to
Sleepy', 'Guilty Con
'Cut Across Shortly,'
record and more one science,' and 'Skinny
'Somethln' Else,' 'My
nlghters than he could
Jim' - were made In
Way', and many, many
handle. "I remember
1958 for the little
more
how the audience'
California based Ekko
But his burning
applause sounded to
and Crest labels under
was to act in
ambition
me. I decided right
the name of The
films. Suddenly, the

'Boy Meon Girr

show

EDDIE COCHRAN: gone

chance he had waited
for was handed to him
on a silver platter..
He meta 20th Century
Fox talent scout In the
recording studios which
led to a guest appearance singing 'Twenty
Flight Rock' In the film
'The Girl Can't Help It'.
Further film appearances Included 'Bop
Girl,' 'Untamed Youth'
and 'Go. Johnny Ga'

- but not forgotten

arrive at the Forest

But, tragically, his
career was cut
short In a road accident.
In teen, at the age of
22, Eddie Cochran was

Hills Cemetery gates: a
British Teddyboy from
Bristol, wanting to take
a photograph of the life
size statue of Eddie with
his guitar; women with
children, a teenage girl
clutching a bunch of red
Trees Yes, Eddie is
gone, but I think he still
lives In the hearts and
minds of all who knew

life and

-

killed In a car crash a
few hours alter his last
bow before screaming

teenage fans at the

Bristol Hippodrome.

The date wan April 17,
1980 and Eddie was
travelling by car from

Bristol to London

him.
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NICE GIRLS
LOVE A

is

SAILOR

R & J STONE: same

SAILOR: 'Girls, Girls, Girls' (Epic 3858)
Having drunk the champagne, Sailor are now
cuming their attention to members of the fair
sex. Slightly reminiscent of 'Looks. Looks,
Looks', in that's ft's very jolly and bouncy and
sounds nicely different from anything else currently
out. Should be another big hit.

WOMBLES: The
Womble Shuffle' (CBS
THE

-'

4049)

Not

quite

the

the Little Ladies sing on
the show, co -written by
Andy Mackay. One of
the more down - tempo
numbers, it's nicely sung
and arranged and with

the current blast of
publicity about the show,

/
1

might turn fantasy
chart fact.

,

r

Wimbledon

formula

R

IIÍI

t

K

MARSHA HUNT:

who's just

opened in a new musical
in which she plays a
Voodoo queen. There's
quite a Labelle feel to the

number that probably
won't see much air- play.

sound,

DONNA SUMMER:

player

PEO 115)

BARBARA DICKSON:
'People Get Ready'

The Hostage' (People

91

record

our friend
with the heavy
breathing, but
on a different label, and
probably not the official
follow - up to 'Love To
Love You Baby.' Com9Vfrom
from

pletely different' this,
telling the story of how
her husband

was taken

hostage, complete with
phone calls from the
kidnappers) Dramatic ren
dieting, but pretty dire
none the less

BROTHERHOOD

AN:

with the same formula as
their first verse: he sings
one verse, she sings the
next, a bit of Instrumental
and then a buildup. Not
punchy methinks.
SYD LAWRENCE:

standard

10700)

their previous label to vie
their new song. It doesn't
sound much like either
Drifters old or new, rather
a fairly ordinary up-tempo

which bombs

along at a great speed.
Probably get some disco

(RSO 2090 186)

Longish

Instrumental intro
before Barbara

starts vocalising
on the Curtis Mayfield
standard. It's a good reworking of an oldie.

MUTTER

SLATER:

On Air'
(Rocket ROKN 510)
Mutter
the
singer and flute

'Dancing

venture in response, I'm
informed, to the many
requests the Beeb'have
had for the song. Slow,
dreamy Twenties' sound
that makes nice pictures
of palm trees and
cucumber samies With
all the nostalgia about,
who knows?

JONATHAN KING:

'Little Latin Lupe Lu'

(UK 125)
Described as

a

starts off quietly
before opening

fairly raucous
version of the song that
was recorded by the
into

a

Righteous Brothers

amongst others Ok, but
nothing very special.
ECCLES AND BLUE-

Kisses For Me' (Pye 7N

BOTTLE: 'Remember

45569)

You're

Here it is folks
song that

A

Womble'

(Reprise 014422)
Quite a funny
interpretation of

the

will probably

the original

mad

Wombles hit,
courtesy of dear old Spike
MUTTER SLATER:

dreamy

WOOD'S WIZZARD: 'Indiana Rainbow' (Jet 768)
Whilst ELO
seem set for
ROY

Key to symbols

Thumb up: hit

player with

Stackridge, and
he recorded this as a solo

J

OF

have driven us
by_ the time the
Eurovision event happens As it's already high
in the charts (strange
as
Ks only been released
this week), there's not
much to add except to
Wish k well.

SAILOR: joll y and bouncy

medley, this

'Save Your

a

don't work over this
length, and especially

cv*.,

bombs along
Little bit of MARSHAHUNT:'C'ost
Watt 1)
competition La Vie' (Electric
Funky, pacey
here, with an
Vnumber from
older Drifters'
Marsha Hunt,
number being released on
(Atlantic

1t'
In

mini - opus
over five minutes long this
single) Ballads like this

CS>

the previous Womble
cuts Both sides are from
the 'Superwombling' album.

DRIFTERS: 'You
Gotta Pay Your Dues'

'One

STONE:

3

his

THE

J

Chance' (RCA 2660)
The 'We Do
are back
action with

c

Hustle, but almost. Mike and
furry ami s shuffle
back with another ditty,
with soulful harmonica
blending into the chorus
Although it should make
the charts, I don't think
Ws as strong as some of

&

into

Lots of nice
Milligan.
Goony touches, including
of
a rubber - lip rendering
the chorus Good for a
mute kle

Thumb sideways:U'
might, might not
Thumb down:
oh dear

TAMMY WYNETTE: 'I
Don't Wanna Play
House' (Epic 4091)
At I'm afraid that
II afer a 'few bars

+

of this, my head

hit the

had

typewriter keys and

I had
to be kicked awake, Ms
Wynette can deriver some
great songs, but when
she picks a bummer, oh

dear

.

.

.

yawn

In-

ducing.

SHEER ELEGANCE:
'Life Is -Too Short Girl'
(Pye 7N 257031

another hit, poor
Roy Wood 'and
seem set for
another miss. Despite his
many talents, Roy Wood
lust doesn tseem to know
what to do in the way of
records, and this Is a
totally confused sound,
with a strange semi- Latin
drum rhythm. Not one of
the better singles.

friends

MAXINE

The talentsof
Pierree Tubbs
firmly etched on
this one which
is another strong disco
song, ahhough not as
exerting as 'Right Back'.
Still there's a good chorus
line, and h should get
played.

91

charts with their

single, and I didn't
think that was particularly
strong. This is the same
last

easy singalong stuff.
Unless it gets a lot of
exposure I don't see
anything happening.

51,0)

Latest contender

for the

Swing

stakes

from the band
that are often more Glenn
Miller than the man
himself. Anyone of any
age will probably know
this as it really is a
standard. A must for any
Swing night.

ROCK FOLLIES: 'Glenn
Miller Is Missing'
(Island WIP 6293)
Currently enli-

vening

many
people'b Tuesday evenings.

Thames TV's new rock
show is going great guns
This is one of the songs

^

(Atlantic

hearing, but by
the third spin,
ft's very catchy. Lots of

strings, obviously,

Q

I'm Mandy Fly
Me' (Mercury 6008019)
10cc:

Having

already

received mas-

sive air -play as
an album track,

there's not much doubt
that this will be another
huge hit for IOU).
Humourous lyrics about
some of the phobias of
flying which this reviewer
totally sympathises with,
and delivered with those
familiar Eric Stewart

LAURIE ANDREW &
ZERO: 'I'll Never Love

1111.

Anyone Anymore'
(Arista

34)
If you remember
a beautiful nurrg;

yew
called

bet last

'Moonlight', then you'll
recognise the same

Nice rendering
nof a classic song
from little miss
energy. Gentle
opening that lends into
the full full let-rip verse

quieting

but

some good changes of
tempo and pace. Solid
sound that should do very
well.

K

f

down

again. Could see some
action.

.

vocals, this one won't be
grounded for long)

10726)

before

Doesn't grab
on first

itsyou

LULU: 'Oh Me Oh My
(I'm A Fool For You

took -this Baby)'

group a long
time to make the

NIGHT-

INGALE: 'Gotta Be The
One' (UA UP 36086)

SYD LAWRENCE ORCHESTRA: 'Pennsylvania 6-500' (Philips 6006

ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA: 'Nightrider'
(Jet 760)

LULU: letting rip

touches in this follow up
single, which is equally
haunting. On first hearing
I
thought I'd heard it
before, but k's a new
song that just has that
instant familiarity feel to
it.
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Cassiny's
Home run

the series of re-releases.
The compilation has been

'

/

well chosen, for some of
the best of Taste has

been collected here.
Looking back at it, it
seems a bit raw, but then
Rory Gallagher uses that

quality to make his
material sound more
spontaneous. For me, it
brings back memories of
listening to Taste in a
small hall with the sweat
running down the walls
The excitement was
high. How it is felt by
anyone who never saw
the band play, it's difficult
to tell. But one thing is
certain and can be
appreciated by all, and
that's the fine hand of
Rdry Gallagher.

DAVID CASSIDY: 'Home Is Where
The Heart
Is . , . ' (RCA APLI 1309)
'I Write The Songs', the first 'nevi'
Cassidy LP

,
creaked In too many places to be really
satisfactory.
but this one is a reel cracker. Of the
ten -tracks, David
has written or co - written seven,
of which only one, 'A
Fool In Love', is anything less
than excellent. The
whole album abounds with confidence
and David's
singing in particular has improved immeasurably
since
his last album. Now he has no
need to resort to
gimmickry. The producdon here .s a whole Idt
c;
better than on 'I Write
The Songs' and the

Rosalind Russell
CAPTAIN e TENNILLE:
'Song Of Joy' (A&M
AMLH 64570)

musicianship throughout
Is a

real

treat The bass

work especially is very
exciting The highlights
of the album include the
opener, a ballsy lightweight rocker called 'On
Fire'; 'January', which
prefer to Pilot's version;
the single 'Tomorrow', on

n"

Daryl and Toni come up
with a pleasant. if slightly
predictable, set. Immaculately produced and well
presented They are best
at sugar coated pop and
romantic ballads, and the
attempts to boogie are
not convincing. There is,
a wide variety of material
though, Billy Preston's
fitting title track, Bruce
Johnston s 'Thank You,
Baby',
Smokey Robinson's 'Shop Around,' and
their latest single 'Lonely

tar'..
iI

o

I

which

'McCartney,

he

beats

who

17
1

com-

posed it and then on side
two the opener, 'Break) '
Down Again, which has
a great hook,
and the
closer, 'Half Past Your
Bedtime', which is a
dream of a song with
which to sign off any
album. Ever since David
abdicated from being kifig
of the teenies, he's been
looking for respect for his
musk. With this album,
in my book, he's got it
Ray Fox 'Cumming

STACKRIDGE: 'Mr.
Mick' ((locket ROLL 3)
This is a story album
about a discarded human
being meeting up with
discarded articles on e
rubbish dump and a lot of
it is very appealing.
However, Mutter Slater
has unwisely decided to
kink the music with
explanatory verse. Here
the linking passages are

particularly redundant
since the music tells the

story quite adequately
without any extraneous

assistance.
Nevertheles. the music

is

good. For me. the best of
It is contained in 'The
Slater's Waltz', where the
old man offers to dance in
a pair of mildewed ballet
shoes that once'belonged
It makes a
to Pavlova
very touching little picture
and it's delightfully sung
by Joanna Kadin. Those
who've been thinking that

CILLA BLACK:

schmaltzy

Stackridgé s best days
are over will be pleasantly
surprised.
Ray Fox -Cumming

CILLA

Night

(EMI EMC 3108)
was a little disappointed

by Cilla. The arrangements were all a bit

schmaltzy and tended to
tie her voice down. I felt
she could have really let
go a couple of times
because I know she has a
voice that can do it. 'To
Know Him Is To Love
Him' Is ideally suited for
her, but she just didn't
make the most of it and it
sounded quite inferior to
the original by the Teddy
Bears. She did however,
get in a -bit of humour with
'I'll Take A Tango'. It
was very effective
On
the whole, thought that
the album would appeal
to the middle aged market
that watches her TV
series. and not the kind of
fan who gxpects a bit
more guts in the singing.
Whether or not that
decision was Cilia's, I
wouldn't know.
Rosalind Russell
I

DAVID CASSIDY.,improved immeasurably
talk about this New York
standing up (or your
Band and their own brand
of disco funk presented
on this their 'first album.
They're very tight and
fairly funky, but after a
while the tracks tended to
blur into one another,,
turning tt into an album cf

basically the same

sounds.

The

notes

accompanying the album
mention bands like Kool
And The Gang and 8. T.
Express paving the way
for Brass' Construction's
sound, but there's little of
their originality here.
Solid disco music certainly but on this hearing not
destined for much else.
Sue Byrom

GREYHOUND: Mango

Rock'

(Transatlantic

TRA 309)
Anaemic reggae such as
this has little place in

today's market, when

BRASS CONSTRUC- there is ,so much of the
TION: (United Artists exciting, genuine article
29923)
UAS

There's been quite

a

to be found. They tackle
familiar subjects such as

lot of

Face)'

penned by Neil Sedaka
It's all American wholesome stuff, and unashamedly commercial,

BLACK:

'It
Makes Me Feel Good'

I

(Angel

rights, which has been
done so often before, and
better. Also, there are the

statutory attempts at
giving old songs the
reggae treatment, such as

"Dream Lover' and
'Unchained Melody'.

Greyhound turn to soul
for the final track, 'Some
Dark City', but this too
sounds thin. Best cuts

¡re the

instrumental

'Wappadusa' and 'Sky
High', the rest rarely
takes off.
David Brown

MOTT THE HOOPLE:
'Greatest Hits' (CBS
812E1
With assorted members
gf the old Mott The
Hoople Ilne-up having
gone their separate ways,
it would seem quite a
reasonable time to release

'Greatest Hits'

this

collection. There are 10
tracks, and when you
actually listen to them
you realise just how much
good stuff Mon did put
out.
wouldn't call all of

56214)
It must have been a lot of
fun making this album
and I suspect it's more
enjoyable watching this
band than just listening to

them. And if youre not
too keen on brass, you're
sunk with this

Rosalind Russell
TO

'

Can Make It On
Own' (Epic EPC

I

My

Derek Canty

JESS RODEN BAND:
'Keep Your Hat On'
(Island ILPS 93491
Jess Roden made a fine
start with his band,
supporting on the Roxy
tour a couple of years ago
and it truly looked as if he
was about to become one
of the next big forces In
British music. Unfortunately, he asftpped into
relative obscurity. I hope
this helps his band up a
step or six, because they
deserve It They show
more imagination in this
one album than I've heard
from some other bands'

whole careers

81182)

You can Tammy, you
can. But how much
longer are you goi ig to
plead with us with such
'titles as 'The World's
Most Broken Heart',
'He's Just An Old Love'
and 'Turned Love'
to
name but three songs out
of 12 similarly tagged
tearjerkers Shake a leg
love, we can only take so
much. Are we never to
hear the likes of 'Good
Lovin' ', 'Kids Say The
Damdest Things' and
'Stand By Your Man'

-

i

'All The Young Dudes'.
Makes you wish they'd

C

stayed together really.
Sue Byrom

l
BRASS CONSTRUCTION: tight and Ninky

.

TASTE: Taste' (Polydor Spacial 2384 0761
Thin is another album in

'

fairly strange

some

this

companions on
compilation.

Sue Byrom

DOCTORS

MAD-

OF

NESS: 'Late Night

Movies, All Night
band

too

just

is

However, we'll try. They
start off at a lair lick,
were
almost as if
recorded at 45 and not

it

33.

leaves

It

breathless.

I

you

think they

definitely have
thing that other

RORY GALLAGHER:
spontaneous
DIANA ROSS: 'Mahogany (Tamla Motown STML 120221
new film, the first
tour in ages and a new
album, there's obviously a
lot riding on Diana Ross at
the moment Hopefully,
the album isn't going to
be -arí indication of the
pace of the other two.
That's not to say h'í a
bad album - if you like
easy-listening numbers
sung,by Diane Ross, then
you'll enjoy this. but it
basically lacks any pf the
fire, she's so very capable
of giving to her singing
The, backing tracks come
over far too much, leaving
her voice almost in the
a

background

very

-

different from those early
solo albums full of searing
vocals. Most of this
criticism is summed up in
the last track, that old
number 'Smile'. Mahogany might indeed be dark
and beautiful, what's
needed is a handful of
grit.

Sue Byrom

VARIOUS ARTISTS:
Stantrackin' '76 (Ron-

co RTL 2014)
I don't really know why

a

a

are on Bell and Arleta
records and there are

bizarre for words.

a

.

Baby'. The common
'factor is that all the artists

Super 2383 378)

'Honaloochie Boogie',

Froni Memphis'. 'Roll
Away The Stone', and

To. You' with
Leads B
the Rollers'ack "Bye Bye

This

'Born Late 1958' or even

but those apart there's
the superb 'All The Way

Another Love Song'
included with Hello's
'New York Groove', and
Leapy Lee's 'Every Road

Brainstorms' (Polydor
iR

1

them 'greatest hits'
exactly, certainly not

this is called ' Startruckin'
76' as most of the tracks
were released fast year although David Cassidy's
'Daydreamer' is considerably older than that.
There's also some strange
choice of materiel - The
Outlaws' 'There Goes

Listen to

'Blowin', it's beautiful.
Roealjnd Russell

With

David Brown
LEROY HUTSON: 'Feel
The Spirit' (Curtom K

TAMMY WYNETTE:

again? It's gettfn more
like stand by your beds.

r,,.

v

JESS RODEN BAND: more imagination

cy

f

bandssome
do
not have.
A dramatic
sense of theatre for a
start. But they don't only
depend on their image I

have to point out that
they have unusual vocals
and imaginative use of

instruments.
specially

was

I

interested

by

their inclusion of the
electric violin, which

álthough I know it's not
new, they have taken a
stage beyond the Curved
Air stage. I've listened to
the album several times
and it's not been easy
trying to pick out a"best '
track They have obviously been influenced
by quite a few people, but
they've put their impres
sons together remarkably

well
Rosalind Russell

VARIOUS ARTISTS:
Motown Disco Teets 2'
ITamla Motown STIJL
Disco

compilation

from

Motown with some ,idles
and newies to get most

patties
swing.

oing
Quite

with
a

a

good

selection of tracks

including the

classic
'Keep On Truckin", Eddie

Kendrieks,

'Slippery

When Wet', The Commodores, 'He's My Man',
the Supremas and
'Forever Came Today' by
the Jackson 5.
Sue Byrom
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RIM11,H0,1y SPECIAL
A GLITTERING

e

17

.

CLIMAX

it

SRI GLITTER./I.ondon
New I leturia

Roll Part
saw him In
black sequinned Jacket
and satin trousers. He

O

ON SUNDAY night, Gary

Glitter reached the peak
of his Career, and retired
leaving everyone wanting
more That's the way to
go. The build up before he
appeared was lengthy.
The show opened lib
Rambler, the new Mike
Leander Band, who

20 minute break, the land. 'record companies
diminutive figure of Toots have been désperately
walked on stage, His
raiding nurseries Ina bid
teeth gleamed In the dark,
to beat off the RCRs

r

hands waved,

disappeared again be.
hind

a

screen, slid down

fireman's pole

a

and

swanned out of a door 'at
stage level having date
an amazing quick change
Into a very tight silver

s

outfit.
With no product to plug,
sir.

showed a lot of promise.

;14

.¡

fair versions of
Paperback Writer' and
'Teach Your Children
It ell'.
From there, the shos
moved quickly Into the
Glitter Band's set They
got a tremendous reception, well deserved. They
have Improved Immeasurably in the last two years
.,nd it's quite obvious they
s. ill have no difficulty in
tarrying on without
Gary They opened with
'I Can't Slop' and went on
through eight numbers.
They Could have lost
Gimme Good Loving'
,cad perhaps one other.
After all the build up, It
ssmild have been better to
presented

+

Y"

some family

favourites,
namely 'Time Tough' and
the by now legendary '54.
/a'. one of the highlights
ufthe evening.
We were treated (and I
don't use the word

_

were treated to all the
hits, the old favourites
like 'Do You \Vann
Touch', 'Leader Of The

They didn't attempt
anything different and

'

n%

Gang' and 'Famous

Instigator'. But he really
came into his own with
`Lonely Boy'
Not so good; was the
dancing team. He had
eight dancers, male and
female, whose performances a ere less than
perfect on this perfect

'

straight into Gary's
'et, but there was a break
in the programme. He
go

,

el

revealing and

Beautiful' The audience
sang to him and I'm sure

appeared at the top of a
flight of art deco designed
stairs, posing beautiful*.
Ills performance throughout was superb Showing
himself to be a true artist.
n vet mind a pop star,
His first sang, 'Rock And

that through all the

acting, Gary was really
moved.
He broke the spell and

rocked into 'I'm A
Wanderer' but caught It
again with his final
number, 'Remember Me

Toots was

and the hody

enjoying himself like a
kid at Christmas
For the encore, the
band tripped through the
nostalgic 'Country (toads'
and then a version of 'Dog
War' during which Toots
was joined by a lustatart
from the audience who
rolled, reeled and raved
on the stage like a jungle
bunny, finally proclaim.

kinder design. The
audience screamed

through 'Hello Hello I'm
Back Again' with him.
but the real rapport came
wllh 'Oh Yes You're

una-

bridged version of their
latest single, 'Reggae Got

turned Into a super -Jam.
A delight both to the ear

Al the end of 'Always
Yours', he disappeared
from view again, coming
hack in more silver, but in
less

flippantly) by an

Soul', which almost

night

a

hips

humped art he performed
'Rasta Man'. front the
forthcoming album,
Toots And The Maytals
were definitely on form
last Thursday. and the
backing band were s000h
good that the music Just
seeped into your being
and came out via a wiggle
or a shake of the head.
After doing several new
numbers Toots began

GARY GLITTER: not

a

This Way'- Of course, It
wasn't really his Iasi
number, he made several

exits and entrances

during the encore, each
more dramatic.
He threw flowers to the
audience, dropped his
long silver Coat an the
stage, and left, leaving
the spouight on the coat.
ncere shouldn't have

dry eye in the house
been a dry eye In the

log

that

'RASTA

I.I V ES", before he
joined the crowd,

re.
house It's good that
everyone will remember
There's no denying.
Gary in this way, at the.. Toots got soul,
lop.
,IAN II.ES
Itl ISA fJ ND ItUSSELI.
TOOTS AND THE MAY.
TAI N/Lyceum Landon
11. TFit A

brisk, tight, set

from the Heptunes.and

u

SNAPS/Top Rank,

Sheffield
Tt)M PATON has a lot to
answer for
Since his
tartan terrors swept the

Add Snaps to the list of

fresh -faced adolescents
earnestly twanging their
guitars trying to break
little girls' hearts.
Snaps are a flvesome

from Birmingham. reputed to be gal loggerheads with the Rocket,
from neighbouring Coy'
entry, for the title oh
Midlands lapdogs
Amid a deluge of
decibels the experience
proved that Snaps had
same high quality feed.

hack and bags of
confidence.

Lead singer Dave

Tibbetts, 18, whose twin
brother, Les, plays bass,
hogs most of the action.
Between prancing about
the stage and shaking the
hands of grateful girls
squashed at the front, he
sings

DEEP

PURPIE/Bmilre

Pool, Wembley
THERF. WAS a lime when
Deep Purple were among
the leading exponents Of

bard rock in this countrY,
but on Friday night theY
appeared to be only a
wafer thin shadow of their
former self
The two original mem
ben of the band, Jon Lord
end tan Patee, hardly

lived up to the "Leggin'
dory" tag used In the

promotion

Tommy Bo

lin's solo spot was

eIlmbarrassing beyond be-

et

Vocalist David Coverdale screamed his way.
through the set, and
seemed to spend more
time off stage than on,
leaving much of the
screeching to bassist
Glenn I lughes
But they had It made
An audience who hadn't
had a chance to see them
for years went mad at the

'it's

sound of

Nice To Re

How well wasn't too
Back'. And It was their
clear because of the Old favourite 'Smoke On
feedback, but the harmo The Water' which drew
oleo shared with Les, lead

guitarisi Glyn Davies,

and guitarist l<elron
Bryan didn't round too
hot,

Material leaned heavily

on oldies like the Beatles

'Eight (lays
'I

Week' and
Should Have Knoon
A

Better'

Snaps threw in their
debut single 'Don't You
Norry' and their own
'Love You So', which,
according to non-stop
Dave, could be their next

release

They even

Included 'Money Honey'.
Connoisseurs of In.

trleate guitar breaks
would have had

night

a

lean

AN DI WEEK

most response.
It has been a long time
since Purple played In
this country, and while
they

have been gaining
international fame, there
have been a lot of
developments which have
made their brash, uninspired brand of rock look
outdated. It might have
been as well If they had
called Ira day a few years
back, and It Is not hard to
see

why the members whet'

left got disillusioned

They will have to do u
lot better than I. ridgy

night's performance

11

they want to be treated

seriously over here
again.

DAVID RRONN
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PROCOL IIARUM, University of Warwick, Coventry
(Coventry 247591
SIIOHADDS'W %DDY Bali

are

of corn g lo'

advise you

ell.

to cheek with the venue

332 6055 )

-

Leicester (Leicester

-1

SOW. DISCO, Upstairs at

Ronnie's,
London

Frith Street,

401-4390747)

W t

SOUL MITE, 100 Club,
Orford Street, London WI

(01-636 0933 )

:>.I

STACK RIDGE, Writhe ColIe gg', Chel ms ford

I.F

Counties,

Tiffany'., Buckley
THIN 1.177Y, City Hall,
20007)

TROGGS Tlffanys, Derby
SLIM W'iIITIIAN, Southport
Theatre. Southport
ROHR'. WOMACK, Ding
ells, Camden Loek, Chalk
Farm Road, London NWI

neon W2 (01-274 6339).
-/Cil,NDI-EW ICK GREEN, La

Vito, Birmingham
FAN TASTICS, Baba,
Dole

(021.643 6696 ).

Barnsley

(01.267 49671

1

FnCUS. Festival hall,
Torquay
FRI'IIPP, The Umsrrsily,
B'rmmgh am

FR
March

1021 47 2 19411

MIKE GIRR ORCHESTRA,
Patrick Burgh Hails, GlasaW
A ROL

GRIMES

TYMES: Barbarella's. Birmingham on Friday

Newcastle (Newcastle

London Street,

Queen's Road.
Barnsley 82512)

-3

A

BAND

CALLED

O,

(021 6136696)

Portsmouth (Portsmouth

DANA, Jollees, Stoke (Stoke

25491)

GEORGE HAMILTON IV,
Variety Club. Batley heeds
175151)

1101LIES. Double Diamond,

317792)

DIVERSIONS, Shoredlteh

College, Shorediteh
D(14 TORS O)' MADNESS /

SI'1NEV NORMAN, Village

IIORSLII'S, Marywood Cole1,''r, Nottingham
KILBII FIN A TII h' IIIG11
ROADS, Goldsmith's Col
lege, Lewisham Way, New

Spenn>more
I OCUS / CIIAII1.1 '', University of Aston, Birmingham

Inn, Hest It union

OR11'TEI(S, Top

rrtss, London SE14 (01-692

Free Trade hall,
SI ancllester (0614134 0943)
5)4,

MAC AND KATIE KLSSOON, Black Cal. Sunderland
(/SIRISA. Town hall. Cheltenham

FItl111141', The Column,
Nelson (Nelson 6-110)1)
GROUNDHOGS, University
of Brunel, Uxbridge
GEORGE HAMILTON IV,
Varlets, Club, Batley (Leeds

Base

1061.483 1234)

ALICE, Oswald
Street, Scun
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DOCTORS OF MADNESS.
The Outlook, Doncaster

DRIFTERS, Variety Club,
Halley (Leeds 475151)
,EMPEROR ROSKO ROAD SCOW', Lyceum, London
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Club,

CHARLIE, Festival Hall, Torquay
GONG, Kelvin Hall, Glasgow
1

(041-334 11851

MAN, City Hall Newcastle
(Newcastle 20007)
JOHNNY MATHIS, Colston
Hall, Bristol (Bristol 28/708)
PETERS A LEE, Dome
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IIIANA ROSS, Apollo,
Glasgow (041-332 6055)
THIN LIZZY I GRAHAM
PARKER A TILE RUMOUR,
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to 9.00 p.m. Tuesday 12.00 midday
to 9.30 p.m.
ADMISSION BY PROGRAMME 50p
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Fairy, Olgv, Can Can, Manna can bnkg 25p
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DON'T MISS OUT

Disco Mirror is now available on
annual subscription only.
For your regular copies of the
disc jockey monthly
complete
the coupon and mail NOW.
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DAVE SIMMS MUSIC PRODUCTS
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QI 50 PROJECTOR
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Fulham Road, London SW6

DRIFTERS, Variety Cluh.

(Peterborough 3504)
DIANA ROSS, New Victoria,
Wilton Street, London SW1
Pavilion.

Street London ECI (91.393
7191)
FOCUS I CHARLIE, Fiesta,

(01-385 3942)

SEE THESE PRODUCTS AT

a selection from our range of the
latest equipment and ideas In disco
lighting for the profeas,onel end home user.
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Four Se esons Story IG 071
28 all limn hits on a 2 record

All the singles listed below are ONLY 40p each and are ,
but a small selection from over 2000 toles listed at
Incredible prices. SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST.

326

SECTION THREE OUR
DISCO IMPORTS 75p

rote. an

2

THE CLASSICS

prup

lee d rah w Ih order or call.
STEREO ELECTRONICS

end

Sub.t. tial ex to

L.'e

Kiss MM IUUR

GET IT FROM THE DEALER WITH ALL'

Fleetwood Mac All Beetle.
nd Rolling Stones .Ingle.

and .not f more
Add SP roe I ogle for

SECTION ONE

WAS AROUND?

Pei., Proc.l Spurn Albatross,

UK end

boon order. An Item. .n brand new,
for quality end .0.in.1
Henn,. Speedy
y
Wrong
dim mints on or der. over
IE.po,tl Meese write or 'phone for our FREE COB lUcl andOD
CATALOGUE
twting over 2000 Top Selling LP. es Our word
discount plus many
other Brand New LP. on Special Offer
of up to C126 off lull nail
P.C.
In

BELOW IS A SMALL SAMPLE OF WHAT YOU'LL FIND IN OUR BOOKLET

In Pop, Sort.
Thousands In 0,051

Oomnlla Whiter Shed. of

fully pu.nntoedM

ono

Olc

Red River Rock. Johnny a TPA
Hunea... Loewe. O.rok 6

UK orders and
up to 7O discount per LP on (opon orders FREE
POSTAGE on ALL
UK order end on most (opon erd.n'mo,
Elam; Incredibly low,
postal charge.
smaller

pons

tole...

Funk

hMNdnp,

*

DISCOUNTS TO ALL COUNTRIES

.wdeble LPa/Tei es .001. of Discount
to
Orense. etnitormels. Up to 50o discount pet LP Prices
an
ANY

sleet

TN.p11on.l01-7492410

1

WOODEN CROSS DIAMOND NECKLACE

Market Place
PERSONALISE

T-shlrte

E1.75

P.la

Uncluda.

14'

0óp1 Small need, liege
badge. 20p ,include. pbpl

2i'

3'

Nap

40e

a

\

'NOR -STAR' PRODUCTS
Green Lane West, Rackheath, Noewich5 NOR 02Z

Sunbury Road
Wellwey, Mersey ewe
9

-

FOOTBALL PATCHES
ALL 1st 62nd Div.
AVAILABLE!
EXAMPLE

SELF ADHESIVE SEW -ON -PATCHES

5

for

270

Wood of course

lea

.'

Gold wording Pro. 4 Lase
or Jesuit to Aga dIp

Reelable born

THE ROXY MUSIC CLUB

PICK=A-PATCH

YOUR CLOTHES

itRouyn Type
Ruppert True

ROCK FOLLIES

£1 plus one FREE ZODIAC!!!

DECIOART

IRON -ON LETTERS relryle0
ROi1VF_ÁU

Dike* STYLE

OR

YELLOW OR bLACO

OLUC

GIVEN
- ANY COMBINATION OF COLOURS -

IN 0E0

LETTERS ONLY 10p EACH
PLEASE CLEARLY STATE STYLE LE1TERs
ANO THEhe COLOURS MIN ORDER tilo INC

CASH WITS ORDER TO
TS

-sretorfloU

1.

Northern Sad

2.

l

loternetion.l Soul

RMi

LTD

Th brume Wflad

S.

fight en 4e1Mr

b. Seel

/*Aoki.*

7,

~ten. Dotted

T1YIL.Le Gull, 200.00100 RW1 IXJ

ADDITIONAL
SOUL PATCHES
Prot un.r.taal
9 Soui

Lanc..nr

C Rein. an

*

E

Keep

tn.

dam.n
Farah

Northern Soul
G RgM on.
J J. Bones
011.50.1

ACTION PHOTOS AND POSTERS!

F

N. Soul Midland.

E.

NerKingf.n

1Lg.iáe.

10. Youngers

Ron

Fe

J R,4M on Sown

PEPSI

QUO
5rROLAR

Inn

110

ore

New Cenen
In sets of Feu
a e

HELEN

1

El

PINE

Also QUEEN FERRY
MUD, Wee SABBATH
BEBOP,

DOCTORS

El

Peel,

MADNESS
SAILOR
NAZARETH, KIKI DEE.

Ito

BAKED
BEANS

VI peed, Ism by return el pest

aRoper..

a

re.

WAY OF THE
DRAGON 4010
QUEEN N0-1 fl
CARDS32 IL

I

`_

i arsr1Rns

litTRii El

Mur

IA.

N.111t

Abbe. Nobel
e
LYna.v
Rose Music

Sleye

ALEX HARVEY
GLOO, BEATLES
poet heel

a R

P.M.

-

Seed

OF

IS. None.prid

vs

Moo: Sweat

iPaev.i plea Mo

25p

050

N

I

smdy

MI IN

IM NO
PIw...nclo.e SALE.

VILA ones

Name

...............

Address...

'I

Club

Yin up KM
Mande Wing.

Please send the following
Souk Nos /Letters

..

~Chas:

Various; Nos.

Harlow
IIei

A
D

MNt1
ISolhbisnsttia

InemrlbnN Soul

M Wigan Canno

al MI

'

1

Caeney Boole.

POSTERS

S0p

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

ae!

nestle.
Ire-5.v.1
Ntate 6

Beetles
1B/WI
Clark Gable.
Jens.. Dean Men
Bros. H Bogert.
Mad1Yn
M

01.0

L

30p each or 2

C190 post free.

14. Pepsi

for

NEIN=

DI. OWE

L I.jsb

2R.

Camel

kuBNTEX HOUSE- 86-U LOWER PARLIAMENT ST10ET, NOTTINGHAM

21. Everyday

Football (State Team please) - . . -. ..,,
I enclose PO/Cheque/Cash for f
If ordering 5.g/itches indicate choice of FREE
.
.. . ... .. RM2
ZODIAC SIGN
1.1
MI EN
IM NB
ON

al

......
al

6

-
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the Love
of Manuel

ARROWS

For

JUMPING
THE GUN?

p1ANUEL AND the music of the mountains,
conjure.
up a picture of a tall, square - faced
Spaniard with
zllnting teeth and stave cool elegance, ,Il
is In fact (as
,ou may already know) the evergreen
Geoff Love, by
now a household none In the UK.
Recording under his
And
his
other half,
own name, Geoff has had
Manuel and the Music of
success with albums like
Mountains, has had
Blc Movie Concertos', the
equal acclaim.
'Big Love Movie Themes',
to name but two.
Why this double .xis
tence you may well ask?
It all began when Geoff
already had a single and
an album called 'Heat wave' in the Charts, under

publisher'. blurb

1

his

GUY GETS
HIS DOLL

own name. This

featured

a le' of brass,
and because the contrast
with 'Honeymoon Song'
(an exciting combo of

guitars, strings and

voices and the hit single
that launched the 'Manuel' sound) was so great he
decided to avoid con
fusing the public and

release

It under the
romantic pseudonym of
Manuel.

GEOFF LOVE:

alias

Manuel

No you know.

The tampon
more women
trust

warm up, let atone sizzle.
Apparently Judy Wade

ACCORDINb TO the
on the

Sun made

the

cover of the paperback
'Arrows', the band "Shot
to stardom with a string of
hit records, a sizzling TV
show of their ownand the
label 'the best - looking
group around'.
All of which strikes at

of

rather premature

on the road to success, but

being

arguable and

'Touch Too Much' got to
number eight In the
charts In 1071, the rest
may have come close to

the charts and

The

remark about their looks,
while a writer for a
German magazine Is
credited with saying that,
with their good looks they
couldn't possibly play
Rock 'n' Roll.
Arrows are undeniably

claims

like this are

is little.
It comes as no surprise
therefore that the author
of 'Arrows, The Pop
Sensation Of The Year' Is
no less than Bill Harry.
pop journalist and oh yes
... Arrow's publicist?

Jumping the gum

got

favourable reviews, but
IT'S JUST like It happens In a movie. Childhood were hardly hits.
Their TV show 'The
sweethearts so much In love, boy bon the way to fame,.
but won't marry girl till he's sure he's clinched the Big Arrows Show' only
Time. . . . Dominic Grant of Guys 'n' Dolls and his started on March 2 which
girlfriend of nine years, Karen Armstrong, got hitched hardly gives It ttnte to
on March 11 at Herne Hill.
Ten hit that made it all
The marriage was on
possible. For a year ago
the cards, but It was a Top
Dominic told Karen that
when the next Guys 'N'
Dolls single entered the
Top Ten they would

marry. Ahh, sweet?

,

r
fk.
.,.t

I.

MR& MRS GRANT

The rest of the group sent
five red carnations In lieu
of themselves.

jl

z,f

The happy couple met
at a school dance,

WHO ARE THESE
LIKELY LADS ?

What are the facts about insertion?

Tlw Tamfxtx tampon container applicator makes
insertion comfortable and easy Slim. smooth and pre
lubricated. it glides the tampon into proper position
qurddy and correctly after which It can be flushed away
Drop it into the toriét In moments the paper ships unwind
and are as safe to dispose of as tao sheets of facial tissue The
ounla nee-applicator. like the lemons tampon itself Ls
completely Ilushable and biodegradable

IT WAS apparent that as "The In Crowd"
the two likely lads in our photo would never
make the' big time, so they turned their
sights onto another branch of the music
business.

-

-

-

In spite of all their advantages. Tampas tampons are
still more eaoncxrucal than other tampons :They come In
packers d 10s and 40's in both Regular and Super sizes. The
40s ip particular make Tannpes tampons the most
economical you can buy
Now you know s:+ty more women buy Tampa,.
tampers than all tither ampo s combined They trust them

FOLLIES

/`,,
1.7-';4,1

FACT
OR FICTION ?

Shouldn't you too?

THE BEATLES RE-VISITED

TAMPAX
trust
The internal protection more women
MAOe ONLY sY TAMPAX LIMITED. HAVANT, HAMPSHIRE

George MECrae net-awed
out and Lonnie Donne

gan's nanw

'substituted

intend
.
wonder
anytne'll notice? .
.

U

guitar

.
.
. Let the PA
take the strain might be
the
appropriate
slogan an
The Likely Lads, Wits
End, Record Mirror & we learn that Alex
Disc. Spotlight House. 1 Harvey's ,old sound
Benwell Road, London N7 equipment now being sold
so
gentle
7AX. The editor's deci- to the not
Doctors Of Madness , - .
sion Is final.
h3YEF,EEEe xxx

ra,

hi+pemrcally byes container applicator This container

How economical are Tampas tampons?

-

Send your entries to:

ROCK

Not to use the Tampers tampon s quite small (about
t5 inches long and t't inch in diameter) and is protected

applicator guides the tampon into its coned position Your
fingers need never touch the tampon When the tampon is
p optrfy placed. you ant even feel its there

Canadian band Mazy's
debut album Is Like
same unkind fans were
heard to be collecting for
Bert Weed an guitar
tutorial to send him . .
latest list of artists due to
appear at Batley Variety
Club Includes the name

IN NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE OF RECORD MIRROR & DISC

How small is tile Tampax tampon?
I

Rodgers & Hammerstein'
double album, featuring
tracks from Oklahoma,
The Sound Of Music.
Carousel, and South
Pacific. The first correct
postcard to reach us will
be the winner.
+Clueb: The photograph
was taken ,In May, MS,

THE LIKELY LADS: who are they?

what Tommy. Bolin's
guest guitar solo on

and the two people In the Elvis reportedly still
rowers to Ann.
background are Ben sending
Toney and his secretary Margaret despite her
turning
him down 10
Maggie, and the event years
ago. Latest gift was
took place at London's
Bowers In the shape of a
Marquee.

Who are the famous
duo? If you can tell us,
you could be the proud
owner of 'The Music Of

Dom "absorbency" mean "protection"?
Not necessarily A tampon can be very absorbent and
still not present accidents from happening A "ssatersglass
denxxWratltm" is not Indicative of adequacy of protection,
Waters not the same as menstrual fluid. nor a the inside of a
glass the same as the lining of the vaginal canal or. its
contours Tampa's tampons are made of softly compressed.
highly absorbent cotton. Placed In proper position by is
applicator, a Tampas tampon prosrdesmore than sufficient
protection for normal needs. As it absorbs the menstrual
length, breadth and width
flout tt cirri-ands In all directions
to conform to sailed vaginal shapes and sizes'so that
chance of bypass or leakage is mlñlnal Upon removal, the
fompar tampon slims itself so that It is as easy and simple to
withdraw as it is to Insert and is readily disposable The
withdrawal cord is chain stitched the entire length of the
tampon.

t.

the

ARROWS: premature blurb

counmó

-

-

same posters were a
bargain 10p... still with
Gaza, the retirement
eeleb ratltns were held at
one of London's top
restaurant, and during
the meal the Glitter Rand
broke Into a rousing
chores o(''Oh Yea, You're
Beautiful'. Never at a
loss for words, our Gary
was heard to shout
'There's nothing like the
real thing lad.' . . not
everyone as. able to get
where they wanted to this
week, Including a certain
David Cassidy who was
denied entry at a special
party being held for
seems the
Supersonic
gentleman on the door
decided Mr C's condition
left something to be
despite
desired .
denials, strong rumours
still flying that all I. not
well In the Rod / Britt
camp . . . After some of
r e p o r
that have come in about
the not quite so dazzling
performance. by Deep
Purple recently; It might
be Interesting to hear

-

The wedding was a
closely guarded secret
with ally eight people
attending the ceremony.

¡' ,:

Here are some questions and anweers about menstrual
protection and Tampas tampons. They'll help explain why
the word "trust" and the protection of Tampax tampons are
linked so closely in the minds of women in over one hundred

FAREWELL, OF the

week has to be Gary's
appearance on Sunday
where the price df fame
was neatly summed up by
the pre . gig poster. on
post gig the
sale at 25p

-

etieDEMIS ROUSSOS
- .-

.

-e
.

---

- Please hand Ibis to your newsagent

-

-

1

-

Name

PLUS
LOADS OF THEIR SINGLES TO BE WON !

1

1

Address

1

1

1

ALL THE NICE
GIRLS LOVE SAILOR

MARMALADE
COLOUR POSTER

Itl

Plmsse arder / reserve me Record
A Disc every week.

Mirror

i
1

i
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Small Ads
BEAUTIFUL girl". from

SHY, LONELY, BCR
fanatic requires similar
for friend (16 - 18).

-

alsalll W dverhamptot

PENFRIENDS weekly

(sop) contains hundreds
of people of all ages.

Springs. all seeking new
friends like YOU. Send
your name and address
and pay after receiving
five Issues. The pen
Charley, Lancashire, PR7
4BS

GIRL 18. seeks a 'fella to
write/meet (IS
20),

area.

Photo If possible. Box No
GOB

Iriendship.

16

London area.

Elton

Programmes:

Heep,
Queen, 10CC, Sparks,
Roxy, Slade, Races, 20p,
poatiree. D Windsor Road,
'Manchester, M19 2FA

PICTURES CUTTINGS
etc on most artists Sae
for further details to Rita,
35 Thirlmere Street,
Leicester,
ROCKSTARS

steady sincere

prints

MEET PEOPLE who

enjoy doing your kind of
thing. pates m all areas,
selected by computer. All
ages, interests, personality types. Write, S. T. M.
(Dept RMD), Braemar
House, Queens Road,
Reading
DAVID ESSEX FANS
WANTED. Sae Music
Fans Penfriend Club, 10
Chariton Road, Tetbury,
Glos.

19.
&

soon. 876 4189 (S W 13 ).

quiet

type. likes music, seeks

sincere girl for permanent friendship. 50
Box No 622R.
SHY
NORTHAMPTON
guy, 30, seeks girl 16 - 24,

sincere,

main Interests'
music and natural history, seeks intelligent.
fun -loving, non-smoking

-

FRIENDS 'I MAR

RIAGE. Thousands of
members England /

Money

Clegg,

,

Chidgey. Postal Friend-'
ship Club. 'Dept A4 124
Keys Avenue, Bristol,
BS7 OHL.

100+

PEN PALS
LONELY? BORED?
would you llte to lure pew
bl.nds of

mw op

r. ,

e..o sex en

Osten/

for FREE Peter sew '*to.
TWO'S COMPANION)
PO Poe a Demo.
Kent DAISJL
Amoonn ~Gay erI
Pent oil Servo.

Harley,

Rosy, Faces, Elton,

Klkl, Nazareth
Transparent key rings
Sparks,

218834

BADGE COLLECTORS

READ ON. Silk, Kenny,
Yes. Led Zeppelin. Deep
Purple, ELP, Genesis,
Urlah Heep, Queen. Bad
Company, Who. Pink
10CC, Sparks,
Cockney Rebel, Santana,
Jaws. Sabbath. Quo,
Roxy, Rolling Stones,
badges sent by return of
post. 15p each plus SAE.
Hope to hear from you
soon. Love and peace.
Julle Williams, RM,1 7
Candy Street London, E3

Floyd,

-

'LH

Wallis, 23 Dulwich Wood
Avenue, London, SEIB.

Records For Sale
BOLAN/T. REX for sale.
Alistair, 53
Sae:

-

Garston Crescent, Calcot,
Reading,
WINTER SALE Pop,
Rock, C & W. Sae lists, 23
Lyndhurst, Road, Che sham, Bucks.
DUSTY SPRINGFIELD,
David Essex. Cliff. Scott
Walker, Cilla Black, rare

cassettes. Also 1,000
singles! Sae to- Bob
(RN), 3 K'ingsmead
Road, South Oxton,
Birkenhead, Merseyside.

SMALLS
r

.t

tOt,pº IV ~me
..w,.....,-..

ueo«r

A
e1

.

stock now, (1.69 each.
Also in stock
Jungle
Rock
Hank Mizell and
Brand New Cadillac
Vince Taylor, tip each'
plus 15p P & P.
Rock
On, 3 Kentish Town Road,
London, NSVI
CHEAP RECORDS. Sae.
Annie, Newbatlle Farm,

-

-

-

-

Dalkeith, Midlothian.
ELVIS SAIF.
Fixed
prices. Sae lists to. It.

-

Fellows, 10 Maitland
Road, Russells Halls
Estate, Dudley, West

Midlands.
LP's FROM top. 45's
from 5p. Large Sae list
Pat, 47 Larbeck Avenue

-

order farm

l

1975,

from

-

10p

Bend

SAE for lists, 82 Vandyke
Street, Liverpool, LORT.
RARE BOWIE, Who,
Zeppelin, Sae David, 81
Melrose Avenue, Sutton
Coalfield, West Mldlandd.
700+ LONDON 45',. All
set sale. "Londoner",
White Cottage, 597 Wood.
lands Road, Woodlands,
Southampton,
GOLDEN HITS (46s). Large Sae, Time Slip
Múslc, 221 Victoria Road
West, Cleveleyes, Blackpool.
OLDIES FANS, have you

seen Record Mart's
bumper 72.page March
Issue? There's over 3,0tÁ
oldies listed. Get your
copy now!
'Send 40p
p.o. to: 18 London Hill.
Rayleigh, Essex.

-

PASTB LA STERSI

THOUSANDS available.
SAE, 24 Southwalk,
Mlddleston, Sussex.
TAMLA SOUL SOUNDS.
SAE 'yly I Drake
Mytchett, l tchelt. Camberley, Surrey.

-

-

COLLECT SDNGLE87

enclose a chequt'postal order for
MIRROR Is DISC
All SMALL ADS MUST BE STRICTLY PREPAID

lists

T-shirts printed with

SAE

-

name or designs.
Details; A & L Designs, 41
BentOn Road, Ilford.

Tllney All Saints, Kings
-Lynn, Norfolk.
GOLDEN HITS (45s).
"Time Slip
Large Sae.

Music",

220

Eases, 01.405 4127.

YOUNG DJ S wanted,
without equipment for
pub disco. Beginner

GOLDEN OLDIES:

You've tried the rest, now
try the best. Large Sae.

-

Baxter,

6

considered. Accom.

Shaftesbury

modatlon available

Avenue, Portawood,

985 2991.

Southampton.

-

01-

HAND ADDRESSERS

and typists required, all
areas, experience unnecessary, top rates, send

Records Wanted

-

City
stamp for details
Matisales, (Dept 1RM2),
45
Sandringham Road,
Norwich. Norfolk, NOR

ARROWS SINGLES and

pictures wanted

S.A.E. first, !Vickie.

279

Dunkery Road, London

SEO 4LR

86G

Fusion'

quires composer or band
Box No
to make demos.

LYRIC WRITER

URGENTLY WANTED
In V.G, C. 'Indo Jazi

on Columbia No
SX
6122. State price.
Please phone 041 423 1001
after 6 pm.

-

by
Manfred Mann on Fon423 1001

ham, B32 2HS.

after 6 pm,
CASH PAID for your

WELL DONE CAROLINE In finding another

unwanted cassettes, 8
tracks, LPs, 45s. Send
-

SAE

And

list

Mike Lloyd.
CAROLINE LIVES. Eu
rope's only album station

for

-

Immediate cash offer.
Marsh, Ma Kenton
Road, Kenton, Middle.

J

providing

a

unique,

ALTERNATIVE service.

sex.

Teeny boppers and Top

records.

Luxembourg and Radio
I! Leave Caroline alone.
Keep up the good work
Ronan!
Living Free
Radio Society, PO Box

freaks listen

ALL YOUR UNWANTED'
45's and LP's bought or
part exchanged for new

large collection

records or lists with SAE:
F. L. Moore -(,Records)

'416,
2HS.

Ltd. 107a Dunstable
Road, Lurton, Bed,

,Birmingham,

1332

FM TRANSMITTERS up
to 20 miles range, (12 50.
S. A. E,' for detallo, N.
Osborne, 33 Hill [load

fordahlre

-

Muswell

Special Notice

Hut.

London

N 10.

THOUSANDS OF LP'.
still cost leas U,an LL 30
and we think they're all
listed in the Latest edition
of Budget Price Records.
Details of over 3,000
albums under separate
headings for Classical,
Light Vocal, Jazz & Blues
etc; 70 pages of money -

eaving 'information
Price 30p from your
record shop or 45p ([1.76

a
four - issue
subscription( to Francis
Antony (RMDh Trenance
Mlll, St Austell, Cornwall
BOWIE TICKETS for
sale Offers please

for

-

Phone Shoreham, Sussex
61082.

-

40

to

-

urgently required. Send

.

Pytchley

Colour photos of MI Amigo, Simon Barraµ,
Pete Chicago
tapep.

details: Dept.

S. A E.
F R. /1,

Brix 416.
mingha m. 1332 WS,

Blr

Fan Clubs

SMOKIE FAN CLUB.
information from S.A.E.

Ronnie, 14 Tawney Way,
Osprey Estate. Landon,
Liz, 45 Roosevelt
Avenue, Leigh inn Buzzard, Bed farrlahlre.

THE OFFICIAL DAVID
ESSEX FAN CLUE
P.O. Box 37. Waltham

-

Cross, Herts, EN8 TEF.
Send S. A. E. be Dept HM

,for further Info and
application form.

Wanted
WANTED URGENTLY.
2 Bowie Tickets for any
concert at Empire Poo4
Paul
State price.
Haddon, 5 Warwick Close.

-

Shaw. OLR 7DZ

Services
TEE. SHIRTS and Iron an

transfers. Specially

printed for discos, clubs,
promotions, advertising,
etc
Stamp for delalla,
Multi Screen Services,
SouthUl Road. Chatham.

-

Kent

MAIL
ORDER
PROTECTION
SCHEME
This publ,vation un co-operation with the Periodical
Publishers Association has given to ISO Director
General of Fair Trading an unden akrng to refund monies
sent to advertisers ,n response to mad order
advertisements up to a limn of 14.250 leeoxpl for
classified advertreementsl placed by mad order rrsdsrs
to supply goods or refund the memos owing to
who
laudation or bankruptcy

fa

.10r

to cover the cost mese payable to RECORD

rlatxw

Í

The arrangement does not apply to any failure to supply
goods advenised in a catalogue or in a deem mad
sohátatlon. Publishers in membership of the Periodle&
Publishers Association are mature) these refunds
voluntarily and readers' claims can only be entertained
d the follow,rg condemns are lulf reed

advertiser
liquidation or bankruptcy.

(1) The mall order

.

121

4

101

RIKKI FAN CLUB.

-

-

State price.

Please phone Oil

Lenton,

Road, Kettering, Northamptonshire.
FREE. RADIO News
sheet. Caroline badges

S. A. E

FREE RADIO newsheet
Caroline badges Colour
photos of tell - Amigo,
Simon Barrett. Pete
Chicago a tapes. S. A. E.
details
Dept. F. R..
P 0. Box 416, Birming-

'Semi Detached'

certainly Is.
MI
Karnavalklappers
Karnavnalklappera L.P.
With photo cover of
D,J.'e of Ml . Amigo and
Sylvain Tack
(4.20.
Continental St! - Amigo
records available. Peter

S. E. 16.

Free Rodio

URGENTLY WANTED
In v.g.c Singles 'Drum
Diddley' by Joe loss on
HMV, 'Oh Mama' by
Dave Berry on Decca,
tana

re-

-

619R.

'A' STANDS for AWFUL
and the Million most

-

Situations Vacant

Victoria

Road, West Cleveleys,
Blackpool

tov.1.4111JEat5
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HESSIAN CASUAL bags,

for bargain
AbsOlOte
House,
Fligh
Records.
Send
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Capital Towers LP. 32
wild rockin' tracks all In
mono on this great double
album. Arista Include,
Tommy Sands, Jerry
Reed, Gene Vincent,
Wanda Jackson, Meets,
McDonald, Jack Scott,
Jimmy Heap,
,[4,50
plus 35p P & P. Also
volumes 7 I oft the new
Sun albums on Charly in

PLEASE PUBLISH my edventsement under the heading

Rates and Conditions
te+en
teems,

Less.
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New Steve
10CC, Sailor,

Bowie, Bad Company,
Garfunkel, Mud, Glitter,
Who, Essex, Wings,

only 75p State
artists, SAE to Dick

DISCO MOBILE unit.100
watts in stereo wIth,light
show. (300. Phone Bath

modern way to get more

for

available.

Inside,

For Salé

Rockln' at

ALL ACTION concert
photos and keyrings. Blackpool.
Choose from proofs AMAZING SELECTION
without obligation. Band of golden oldies, 1955 -

with two colour photos

ner with the Postal
Friendship Club, the

- Postage stamp
details to: Miss

Woodside

11

D ,mfrles.

-

Detalls free, stamps to:
Jane Scott, 3 RM Ncrth
Street, Quadrant, Bright,
on, Sussex, BNI 3GJ.
FIND YOUR Ideal part-

people:

guarantee.

-

'
Southampton area pre.
JANE SCOTT for genuine (erred, but anywhere
friends, Introduction op- considered. Photo please
posite sex, with sincerity =Box 8I6R.

letters! Meet more

Sae please.

Cheque/P.O. to Ian

N16.

thoughtfulness

-

Crescent, Batley, West
Yorkshire WF177DZ.
JAWS PENDANTS 50p
each. Silver plated St.
Chrlstophers
50p each
Send uncrossed postal
order to E. Jung, 18 St
Blanes Road, Heathall,

girl, 16-23, for friendship,
marriage, Bournemouth/

Abroad. Details sae. W.
F. E. 74A Amhurat Park,

back

available

living anywhere, for FRIENDSHIP CLUB,

DATING / PEN

-

Many more. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

INTERNATIONAL

steady sincere friend- MALTA. Penfriends reship. Box No623Rquired Send tl PO to
SINCERE YOUNG :min, MIFC, PO Box Gezira 10,
24, seeks lonely, girl for Malta for registration,
close friendship, Lon- lists, club questionnaire
don/Surrey area. Box and'jolning details.
No 624R
GUY 34, quiet, gentle,

33yin x 51n

Glitter, Glltterband.

-

miles radius Manchester.

-

only (2.'55 plus lop P&P.
Choose from
Bowie,
Ronson. Elton, Roxy,
Yes, Faces, Purple, T.
Rex. Harley. Slade, Alex,
Cassidy, Essex, Kinks,
10CC, Bad Company.
Stones, Queen, Gillespie,
Steeleye, Quo, Sparks,
B.B Deluxe. NEW Gary

friend.

help, Box 6090

NANZA.

- FULL
COLOUR CONCERT
PHOTO'S.' Set of 10
different glossy Kodak

living anywhere for

4VN (18) seeks friends
both sexes. Please ring
32,

Rollers, 60p, posttree.

MODATION abroad, Al.
ilea Australia
Write
Box Number 597R.
1'HOTODATES. YOU
choose from hundreds
SAE for free details: 29
Westilelds Avenue (RM),
London, SWI3 OAT.
DAVID 25,5ft 21,4 In seeks
sincere girlfriend. Lon.
don area, Photo, phone
no. appreciated. Genuine
replies please. Box 6070..
SHY NORTHAMPTON
guy, 29, seeks girl 16 - 25

Rmvie fans. Box No 621R.

ONELY GUY,

IOCC, Slade, Quo, Faces,

FREE ACCOM-

TERRA, SHY, Eft 31n,
gentle guy, 18 seeks girl
needing loving and

-A

Scarves. Heep,

Sabbath, Queen, Wings,

-

Society, Dept RN38,

Slough/London

free.

-

From here to Alice

and

Chi ARIBLASTERSI
THOUSANDS of golden
oldies available '56 '76.
A must for collectors
Godsend for DJ's Sae:
Dlskery, 86/81' Western
Road, Hove, Brighton.
Callers welcome.
LARGE SELECTION Ex
Juke Box records Sae,.47
Chelmsford Street, Wry.
mouth, Dorset
OLD AND NEW. Send
SAE to: 7 Heol Cefn Trite,
Coytrahen, Nr. Bridgend,
Glamorgan.
ROCK 'N' ROLL BO-

IOCC, Rebel Quo, Sparks,
Essex, Rollers, 20p post

marriage
Details and
free photos. Hermes,
Berlin 31, Box 10600/RM
Germany.

area. Box No 618R,

I

BADGES: HEEP, SabQueen, Wings,

interesting correspond
ence, friendship, even

foster

01=607 6411

all Continents want bath,

Personal

W

For

service, call

lo
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MAILMAN,
I've written two songs called 'The Birmingham
Hustle' and `Do The Birmingham Hustle', Do you think
/11 have any chart success with them?
DF-.AR

;

1

r

r

Denny S. Hassey,
Birmingham.
Very probably. Anyway, you do get
It 00 -Just send
mr your address. Now for the controversial
person of
the week, DTntinle G rent- 1

Button it
up Dom!

10CC: not

Grammy awards so
unbelievably biased

.iJ t)

against British artists

DEAR MAILMAN,

and productions? Admittedly the winner of the
Best Album award 'Still
_Crazy After All These
Years' was an excellent
album, but what about
'Captain Fantastic', 'Atlantic Crossing' 'Physical

thoroughly enjoyed seeing Shaun Cassidy
"performing" his new single 'Morning Girl' on 'Top Of
The Pops'.
What on earth did Ray Fox Going mean by printing
"You can see him performing ikon TOTP on Thursday
(March 4) when all he actually did was say he was
I

He must be very proud
of his hairy chest
he
exposes enough of it .
or may be he doesn't have
any buttons on his shirts.
Medea Cy 1,

-

-

promoting his new single? There must have been loads
of girls like me glued to the box with cameras and tape
recorders at the ready to watch, tape and photograph
Shaun. So what happened.
L.. Whitehouse,
Brownhllis, Staffs.
Fox -Cumming says it's not his fault and he's sure
that when he did the Interview Shaun Cassidy was
under the Impreeslon that he was actually going to get
to sing on TOTP.

Kilmarnock, Scotland.

Man of the
'moment

Dominic of Guys 'n' Dolls
think he Is? I hope to God
that their latest single
goes out of the charts next
week and I hope they
never have another hit
again. The only good
thing about the group Is
the Dolls.
P. Smith;
Limerick.

DEAR MAILMAN,
I think Dominic Grant

'n' Dolls

underestimates himself

5

dy', both mediocre by
comparison, were.
Elton John was the only
British artist with two
nominations, but KC And
The Sunshine Band, Janis
Ian, Paul Simon, Linda
Ronstadt, The Eagles and
a few others got as many
tt not more. Perhaps
some Amerll'Lrl artists
e.g. Eagles. Paul Simon,
Bob Dylan and Emmylou
Harris are ahead of the
British, but nut to the

DEAR MAILMAN.
Why are Hollywood's

so bad.

of Guys

nominated

Grammy's too biased

DEAR MAILMAN,
Dominic Gran) of Guys
'n' Dolls must think he's
great The way he
prances about the stage
makes me sick. Maybe If
he would dye his hair so
that we wouldn't see his
black roots in camera
clóse - ups It wouldn't be

greaUy He is the only
man among the three of
them and he Is definitely
not thought of as a pox(
His voice is great and he
could easily make a name
for himself on his own.
Miss S. Jones,
Llandaff North Cardiff.
DEAR MAILMAN,
Who the hell does

-

Graffiti' or 'Straight

Shooter'?
In the singles category.
lOce's masterpiece 'I'm
Not In Love' wasn't
nominated, but 'Rhinestone Cowboy' and 'Man-

SHAUN CASSIDY

Cheap

Grammies.

David Hesmondhalgh,
Accrington, lanes.
Well said that man,
agree with every word.

DEAR MAILMAN,
Folk leaving, non

now generally accepted
that Sllk have overtaken

sensation

screaming 'get off' -

fans
, .

this the scene of

the Rollers'? I've never

...

the

reflected In

extent

DEAR MAILMAN,
What do you mean 'It's

DEAR MAILMAN,
Silk are NOT like the
BCRs at all. I have seen
both groups and they are
Note how the Dominic not even in the same Class
Grant controveisy rages. as each other However,
to the far -flung outposts
If there's one group that's
of the nation. Above are
better than both of them,
letters from Scotland, It's Mud.
Wales and Ireland, so
S hella Jon es,
what do the English have
Bourne End, Bucks.
to say on the matter?
And

GD v GB

-

heard such rubbish Sllk
have had one hit single
and a handful of concerts.
I've got nothing against
them but there's no way
they've overtaken the
Maybe you just wanted to
cause a cheap sensation?
Sue Heads,
Twickenham
are
My sensation,
never cheap and I don't
remember saying any
thing of the sort anyway.

Is
a

Cockney Rebel concert?
It Is. I was recently
conned into going to see
the group and they were a
pure mess. S. Harley
must hove thought he was
In Florida with the
0us10 he wore and what
happened to the singles
'Judy Teen' and 'Black
Or White'? Can't you sing
them or something Steve'
J, D. Townhead,
Glasgow

f
«4

MUD: better than both

"Hero today, gone tomorrow"
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Album No. STML 12022. Also 'available on tape.
Single from the album: THEME -FROM MAHOGANY 'DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOU'RE GOLNG TO' No. TMG 1010.

BIRMLVGHAM, Hippodrome, 14 March.

BOURNEMOUTH, Winter Gardens, 15 March.
LEICESTER, De Montfort Hall, 16 March.

INcxncnrr
LONDON, New Victoria Theatre, 18, 19, 20 March
SOUTHPORT; New Theatre, 22 March.

GLASGOW, Apollo, 2.3 March,
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EDLNBURGII, Usher Hall, 24 March..
BLACKPOOL, Opera !louse, 26 Ma, eh.
MANCHESTER, Palace, 27 March.
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